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Large-scale engineering systems provide important functions and at the same

time address serious concerns to human society. Because of the complexity and

resources involved, the development of these systems is currently a challenging

undertaking. In this work, an axiomatic design approach, based on Suhs axiomatic

design theory, and combined with aspects of design of experiments, response surface

modeling, and optimization techniques, is developed for the evaluation and improvement

of large-scale engineering systems. Modularity is a key factor in producing simpler

structures, more robust performance, and consuming fewer resources, and therefore,

used as a consistent criteria to evaluate and improve an existing design. The

mathematical representation of functional independence in Suh's axiomatic design

theory is adopted to measure modularity at both conceptual and parametric levels. At a

conceptual level, the approach organizes and decomposes multiple, competing

functional requirements of a large-scale engineering system, and relates them to their

associated physical embodiments based on axiom 1. The design matrix, Reangularity,
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and Semiangularity, are used at a parametric level to evaluate the modularity of the

system design. If the evaluation shows any areas for improvement, an optimization

procedure is adopted to achieve a safer and more robust design by increasing the

modularity. The Reactor Cavity Cooling System in General Atomics' Gas Turbine

Modular Helium Reactor is used to demonstrate the use of the axiomatic design

approach in an industrial application. The results show that the axiomatic design

approach provides a viable approach to systematically evaluate a large-scale

engineering system against multiple, competing design objectives and help improve the

quality of the current design.
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C, specific heat
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e roughness

f friction factor
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p density
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t time

T temperature
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u velocity
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Evaluation and Optimization of Large-Scale Engineering System Modularity
Using an Axiomatic Design Approach

1. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale engineering systems are characterized by a great number of

functions and parts, which frequently result in large size. They play a very important role

in facilitating, enhancing, or extending our life on the earth. For instance, cars and ships

are an inseparable part of many people's daily life. Compared to Columbus' strenuous

adventure, it only takes a Boeing-747 a day or so to take several hundred passengers

from one side of the earth to the other. Nuclear power plants provide a tremendous

amount of energy to support about one-sixth of the world's population. Rockets and

space stations have made our dream of the life beyond the earth a partial reality. As

many of these large-scale engineering systems have become routine functions upon

which the modern human society depends, society is concerned with their safe use and

environmental impact. As competition increases between the companies in a global

market place, more and more attention is paid to enhancing robustness and long-term

reliability while reducing cost and improving profit margin. This work includes the

development and application of a systematic design methodology for delivering desirable

large-scale engineering systems where these issues are considered.

1.1 THE PROBLEM AND TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

The development of a large-scale engineering system usually involves multiple,

competing design objectives and constraints, and collaboration of multi-disciplinary

working groups. Ideally, a design methodology would exist, which allows product

designers to a) evaluate their design alternatives on a common basis with different

stakeholders and across different design stages, b) generate high-quality product design
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that best meets the multiple, competing design requirements, and c) use minimum

resources and time.

Today, most design groups use local, segmented, highly heuristic approaches

when developing large-scale engineering systems. When applied to the evaluation of

competing design alternatives, the existing approaches cannot provide a shared

evaluation basis among the working groups. A consistent design framework is also

lacking across design stages. Qualitative methods, such as Quality Function

Deployment (QFD) [1], work effectively for generating functional requirements and

concepts at an abstract level. It is hard to use QFD to select and specify design

alternatives at more detailed level in configuration and parametric stage. On the other

hand, Taguchi's robust design principles have been widely used to produce high-quality

design alternatives at a parametric level [2,3]. However, it is not clear how to apply

Taguchi's principles to generate good concepts from qualitative functionality

descriptions. Due to the inconsistent criteria adopted, estimations regarding product

quality generated at conceptual stage may not be properly implemented at detailed or

embodiment stage. Consequently, numerous iterations are often needed to search for a

proper result, and this entails a large increase of cost. We argue that a consistent,

robust, and efficient, design methodology is needed in order to deliver high-quality large-

scale engineering systems.

1.2 RESEARCH GOAL AND OBJECTIVE

Modularity has been gradually accepted as a key concept in designing high-quality

large-scale engineering systems due to its role in enhancing structural simplicity,

ensuring robust performance, and reducing development cost. This work intends to use

modularity as a main design objective in the design process through consistent,
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quantifiable, measures. Suh's Axiomatic Design Theory [4] is adopted, and an axiomatic

design approach for evaluating and optimizing the modularity of large-scale engineering

systems is developed. The General Atomics nuclear gas turbine-modular helium reactor

(GT-MHR) is used to demonstrate the use of the axiomatic design approach in industrial

practice.

13 LARGE SCALE SYSTEM EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT USING
Ax/0MA TiC DEsiGN

The following method has been developed to evaluate and improve large scale

system design. Based on Suh's Axiom 1, the functional requirements (FRs) and design

parameters (DPs) of a large-scale engineering system are decomposed from a high,

qualitative level to the lowest, quantitative level, where specific performance

requirements and design variables can be used to represent the FRs and DPs. A design

matrix that represents a mapping relationship between the FRs and DPs at each level of

the decomposition is generated. A system model is built to capture the underlying

relationships between the performance and design variables, and is then used to

populate the design matrix between the performance and design variables. Reangularity

(R) and Semangularity (S) can be calculated and used to evaluate the functional

independence of the current design. Finally, an optimization design model is built and

used to obtain an improved design with a higher degree of functional independence. The

application results show that, compared to the current design, the optimized system may

lead to a more robust and cost-effective core cooling functional unit for the nuclear

reactor system.

1,4 OUTLINE DESCRIPTION

A review of literature, both used in this work and similar to this work, is included

as Chapter 2. Chapter 3 contains a detailed description of the method proposed in this
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work. Chapter 4 contains a case study based on a nuclear reactor cooling system using

the proposed method. Finally, Chapter 5 contains conclusions and recommendations

based on the case study.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 GENERATION IV NUCLEAR REACTORS

Currently about 17% of the world's electrical power is created by nuclear power

reactors. Most of the commercial power reactors in the world are pressurized water

reactors (PWR) or boiling water reactors (BWR), and are classified as Generation II

reactors. Currently several companies are developing a third generation of power

reactors that are still based on using water to transfer energy from the reactor core to the

electrical power generators. A group of government agencies, universities, and

corporations from the United States and around the world have created the Generation

IV International Forum (GIF) to guide the development of a new class reactors that use

means other than water to transfer energy from the reactor core to the electrical power

generators [6], with enhanced safety, sustainability, and proliferation resistance.

2.1.1 Generation IV Development Goals

To guide the various design groups working on Generation IV (Gen-lV) reactors,

the Road map Committee of the GIF has developed a set of eight technology goals that

are categorized by sustainability, safety & reliability, and economics [7].

The three sustainability goals are focused on resources (SU-1), waste (SU-2),

and non-proliferation (SU-3):

SU-1: Generation IV nuclear energy systems including fuel cycles will provide
sustainable energy generation that meets clean air objectives and promotes
long-term availability of systems and effective fuel utilization for worldwide energy
production.

SU-2: Generation IV systems will minimize and manage their nuclear waste and
notably reduce the long term stewardship burden in the future, thereby improving
protection for public health and the environment.

SU-3: Generation IV nuclear energy systems including fuel cycles will increase
the assurance that they are a very unattractive and least desirable route for
diversion or theft of weapons-usable materials.
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The three safety & reliability goals are focused on excellence (SR-i), minimizing

possible core damage (SR-2), and emergency response (SR-3):

SR-i: Generation IV nuclear energy systems operations will excel in safety and
reliability.

SR-2: Generation IV nuclear energy systems will have a very low likelihood and
degree of reactor core damage.

SR-3: Generation IV nuclear energy systems will eliminate the need for offsite
emergency response.

The two economics goals are focused on life cycle cost (E-i) and risk to capital

investment (E-2):

EC-i: Generation IV nuclear energy systems will have a clear life-cycle cost
advantage over other energy sources.

EC-2: Generation IV nuclear energy systems will have a level of financial risk
comparable to other energy projects.

2.1.2 Generation IV Concepts

Many different design concepts were proposed for potential Gen-IV reactors,

including water, gas, and liquid metal cooled reactors. Currently, none of the water

cooled reactors are under further consideration. The concepts were proposed by various

universities and corporations, and are at various levels of development.

Twenty-one different gas cooled reactors were proposed and grouped into four

distinct categories[8].

Pebble bed reactor (PBR) systems

Prismatic fuel modular reactor (PMR) systems

Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR) systems

Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR) systems

Thirty-three different liquid metal cooled reactors were proposed, of which

twenty-seven were categorized in five groups [9].
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Medium-to-large sodium-cooled, mixed-oxide fueled reactors

Medium-to-large sodium-cooled, metal-fueled (U-TRU-Zr metal) reactors

Medium-sized Pb or Pb-Bi cooled; MOX or Th-U-TRU-Zr metal alloy
fueled reactors

Small, Pb or Pb-Bi cooled; metal or nitride fueled reactors

Sodium-cooled concepts that eliminate the traditional secondary sodium
loops by development of novel new steam generators.

2.1.3 General Atomics' GT-MHR Reactor

One of the most developed Generation IV concepts is the Gas Turbine-Modular

Helium Reactor (GT-MHR) from General Atomics [10,11]. It is a PMR reactor which uses

helium as the primary coolant, and has been under development for several decades

with various names and configurations. The current GT-MHR module (Figure 1) is a

286MWe I 600MWth power system which couples a gas cooled reactor in one vessel

with a high efficiency Brayton cycle gas turbine in an adjacent vessel.

-4 1

-L I---r

r

Li

- L.

Figure 1 - GT-MHR Reactor Concept [II]
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The GT-MHR attempts to achieve the various Gen-IV technology goals by

several innovative means:

Sustainability: The system operates on a special TRISO coated fuel pellet

that is proliferation resistant because the uranium cannot be removed from it.

Safety: The designers have created a system that is inherently safe, where

temperature cannot not reach critical levels under typical worst case

scenarios and radionuclides cannot escape the fuel pellets.

Economics: To minimize waste and improve profitability, this reactor achieves

one of the highest efficiencies (48%) of any power generation system ever

proposed. This is largely due to Brayton cycle gas turbine, but is also due to

reduced requirements for redundant safety systems.

Among these goals, safety is of special concern for the GT-MHR. It achieves part

of its safety goals through an innovative approach to cooling. There are three systems

which remove thermal energy from the core. The first is the power conversion system

(PCS), which is the gas turbine. Under normal operation it is used to remove nearly all

the energy produced by the reactor core. The second system is the shutdown cooling

system (SCS), which is built into the bottom of the reactor core. It circulates helium

throughout the core and across a heat exchanger. The secondary side of the heat

exchanger is connected to a water coolant loop. This removes thermal energy during

normal shutdown and refueling. The final cooling system is the reactor cavity cooling

system (RCCS). This wholly passive system uses and radiation within the cavity to

transfer thermal energy to the riser panels. The riser panels are connected to outside air,

and remove the thermal energy by natural circulation. During normal operation and

shutdown, the RCCS is used to maintain concrete temperatures within the reactor cavity.
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During emergency shutdown, the system removes thermal energy from the vessel to

prevent fuel meltdown or structural damage. Since the system is used during normal

operation, no initiation is required during an emergency, and the system operates even if

outside power is lost.

2.2 DESIGN APPROACHES

Many different approaches to solving engineering design problems have been

developed over the past several decades. TRIZ is a qualitative method that attempts to

aid the designer in developing solutions based on solutions from the past, such as those

recorded in patent records. Robust Design provides principles and tools for the designer

to find the parametric configuration that is most likely to work in all situations,

considering variations from operating environment, normal wear and tear, and

manufacturing variations. Axiomatic Design has both quantitative and qualitative

measures to help the designer develop a solution that achieves a high degree of

functional independence.

In the following sections, each of these approaches is reviewed and its use for

large-scale system design problems, such as a nuclear reactor system, is discussed.

2.2.1 TRIZ

TRIZ, or the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving, was developed in the 1940's

by Genrich S. Altshuller, a mechanical engineer working in the Soviet Navy patent office

[12]. TRIZ is a qualitative problem solving method that is based on the fact most

technical problems have already been solved elsewhere. Altshuller and others screened

thousands of patents to determine how past problems were solved inventively. They

found eight patterns of technical system evolution that form the foundation of TRIZ. They

also identified 39 Engineering Parameters and 40 Inventive Principles to be used in
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solving problems. The findings from their studies form the TRIZ knowledge base. Finally,

they developed a number of tools to be used in problem solving.

Substance-Field Analysis is a tool for modeling problems related to new or

existing problems. Each system has a function that represents an action towards

another object, carried out using a field, which is typically some form of energy. Required

Function Analysis takes the objective of a system and matches it with the most ideal

method for carrying it out. The Algorithm for Inventive Problem Solving (ARIZ) is a set of

procedures that transform real world problems into a form that can be solved using

TRIZ. Anticipatory Failure Determination invents possible ways for a system to fail to

perform its intended function, examines the possibility for failure to occur, and if

necessary prevents it. Directed Product Evolution examines how designs have

developed in the past and applies the results to current products to determine the next

logical step in their evolution. All of these tools work together, and with the TRIZ

knowledge base and theories provide a structured way to solve difficult problems

inventively.

TRIZ has existed for 50 years, but until 10 years ago it was not well known

outside of Russia. Since the breakup of the Soviet Union, it has gained popularity in

many large companies in the United States and around the world due to its perceived

benefit in solving otherwise difficult problems. Currently there are numerous resources in

the U.S. for organizations that would like to implement TRIZ principles. There are many

TRIZ consultants, such as Ideation International, Trizexperts, and Trisolver that can be

brought in to solve problems that have proven unsolvable inside some companies. The

consulting companies, along with others, also offer software that can be used to simplify

TRIZ or speed up the process of applying it.
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TRIZ has been used in solving numerous small design problems, such as a test

probe for analog IC tests [13], an ATM paper handling mechanism [14], and a computer

hard disk actuator arm[1 5]. In these case studies, as well as others, it has been

documented to be very effective solving problems with individual parts or functions at a

conceptual level. Unfortunately, some researchers have found it difficult to apply TRIZ to

large-scale, or system, design problems [16]. Also, since it is entirely qualitative it does

not provide a means to optimize a solution at the parametric level, determine how good

a solution is, or compare competing solutions.

2.2.2 Robust Design

Dr. Genichi Taguchi began the development of what is now robust design in

post-WWII Japan during the 1950's [2]. He worked for the Electrical Communication

Laboratory (ECL), who was developing a new phone system for Japan. Since ECL

outsourced their manufacturing, they needed to ensure that the products they designed

were man ufacturable and had high quality. This project provided the motivation to

develop what have become Taguchi's Robust Design principles, which is the foundation

of existing robust design approaches.

the state where the technology, product, or process performance is
minimally sensitive to factors causing variability (either in the
manufacturing or user's environment) and aging at the lowest unit
manufacturing cost [2].

While there are many different ways that robustness could be measured,

Taguchi's Robust Design uses the Signal-to-Noise (SIN) Ratio. While there are

numerous definitions for the S/N ratio, it serves as a measure of the effect of variation

(noise) on a performance parameter (signal). The higher the S/N ratio, the more robust

the system design. The Robust Design approach usually includes classical DOE or
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orthogonal arrays, statistics based data analysis, response surface modeling, and

optimization. Orthogonal arrays are used to map and simplify the design space [17].

Real or virtual experiments can be performed to determine the effect of individual

sources of noise on a design. A two step optimization process is used with Robust

Design. First, the variability of the system is reduced by attempting maximize the SIN

ratio. Second, the system is adjusted to achieve a desired nominal target value.

Many researchers have taken the methods developed by Taguchi and expanded

them for use in other fields. Robust Concept Exploration Method (RCEM) is one such

method that is focused on product design. RCEM uses an S/N ratio, from Taguchi's

Robust Design, as the objective function in a design optimization problem. It combines

that with a system model and constraints to form the remainder of the problem, and finds

the "best" design based on those inputs.

Once a design is developed, Robust Design provides a very effective set of tools

for adjusting the parameters of a design into the most robust design. The processes

used by Robust Design are very effective for both simple, small designs as well as large-

scale systems, there is just much more work involved with a large-scale system. Robust

Design has been applied to numerous designs, including an intercooler design by

Nissan, fuel delivery system by Ford, and energy efficient compressors by Goldstar [2].

Since a numerical result is developed (S/N ratio) competing systems can be compared.

Current robust design approaches are limited to situations where sufficient information

about the target system is available. Moreover, it doesn't help designers generate

innovative designs.
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2.2.3 Suh's Axiomatic Design

In the late 1970's, Nam Suh of MIT began the development of what is now known

as Axiomatic Design [4,5]. He had the desire to find a scientific basis for design and to

provide the designer with a theoretical foundation based on logical and rational thought

processes and tools. He found that good designers follow a few basic practices in

creating good designs.

According to Webster's Dictionary, an axiom is "a self-evident principle or one

that is accepted as true without proof as the basis for argument; a postulate." Axiomatic

Design is based on two axioms.

Axiom I - The Independence Axiom: In an acceptable design, the DPs
and the FRs are related in such a way that specific DP can be adjusted to
satisfy its corresponding FR without affecting other functional
requirements.

Axiom 2 The Information Axiom: The best design is a functionally
uncoupled design that has the minimum information content.

Axiomatic Design provides the designer a number of tools, which can be used to

aid in the implementation of the first axiom. Some of the tools include, corollaries,

theorems, zig-zag decomposition, and R/S analysis. Section 3.1 provides details on

these tools and how they are used.

When several designs or design variations are created that meet the

independence axiom, they can be evaluated by the information axiom to determine

which is the 'best' design. Axiomatic Design defines the best design as the one with the

highest probability of meeting the functional requirements.

To help designers implement Axiomatic Design, groups are available to teach AD

and to consult on specific projects. The leading consultant for AD is Axiomatic Design

Software, Inc. For mechanical system development they offer design review, design
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completeness assessment, and project planning services. Additionally, they produce

software to help implement Axiomatic Design during product development.

A number of successful applications of Axiomatic Design have been

documented, including an ATM paper-handling mechanism [19], an inkjet printhead [20],

and the design of a piece of clean-room production equipment [5]. The tools for

decomposition can help guide a designer in finding a solution to a new design problem.

They can be used to find solutions to both a general system level problem or to a

specific part level problem. When several solutions are developed, there are tools that

can be used to compare various designs and determine which is the best design.

Axiomatic Design does not have the formal parametric tools for design evaluation and

improvement like those of Robust Design. When applied to a specific design problem,

extra effort is required:

a) to understand FRs/DPs of the targeted system;

b) to develop FR/DP relationships at both functional and parametric level;

c) to establish numerical strategy for calculating R and S;

d) to optimize R and S for design improvements.

2.3 SURROGATE MODELING METHODS

Surrogate models are used by designers as substitutes for highly accurate

analytical, numerical, or computational models. They attempt to replace a more

accurate, but computational complex model with a simpler model which has adequate

accuracy. A number of various approaches have been developed to create and validate

the accuracy of surrogate models.

2.3.1 Conventional Design of Experiment Techniques

Conventional design of experiments (DOE) is a statistics based experimentation

method where purposeful changes in variables are made to determine the reasons for
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change in one or more outputs [21]. Traditionally, people have approached this problem

in one of two ways. First, they try to determine overall system behavior by testing each

variable separately and then adding the effects. This works only if the variables do not

interact with each other. Second, they attempt to test everything together, and develop

an experimental plan that is too expensive to execute. DOE provides a method that

overcomes both of these problems. The first is overcome because DOE varies the levels

of multiple variables at the same time. The second is overcome by statistically selecting

sample conditions, so that the necessary data is acquired while minimizing the number

of tests performed.

A number of standard DOE methods exist which help the designer achieve

desired results. Typically, a DOE requires the designer to select variables for the study,

determine the number of levels for variables, and determine what fraction of the

experiment to run. Ideally all variables are tested at once to fully understand the system.

This often leads to an experiment that is too large and too expensive. One way to

simplify a design is to select only the variables that will most reasonably affect the output

variables or have interactions with each other.

Typical DOE experiments have two (2k design) or three (3k design) levels. For

binary (on/off) variables, a two level design is the only option. For analog data, a two or

three level design can be used. The advantage of a two level design is that there are

fewer test conditions, while with a three level design a better understanding of linearity

and interactions can be determined. The main exception is with discrete variables, which

can have any number of levels, and all of the levels are used.

To get the most information about a design, all possible combinations (full-

factorial design) of variables need to be tested. If very many variables are under

consideration, the design also gets extremely large. For example if eight variables are
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tested at two levels each, the experiment wifl require 256 individual tests. A partiaJ

factorial design, which statistically removes tests so only high order interactions are lost,

can be used to reduce the number of tests required. In the above exampJe, if a quarter

factorial design is used, only 64 tests are required.

Frequently a sequential DOE process is also used to help minimize the

resources required to characterize a system. In sequential DOE, the first step takes a

rough look at the entire system. Usually a small fraction of a two level design is

performed to identify key parameters which affect the output of the system. In the next

step, variables are eliminated which do not affect the system, and more detailed tests

are performed. The more detailed test might use a larger fraction or a three level design.

Also, variables which do have interactions can be grouped and several smaller tests

performed. This process can be repeated until enough understanding about the system

is achieved.

DOE provides an excellent set of tools for creating experiments that maximize

the statistical quality of data derived from a limited set of resources. Its techniques are

well founded and accepted by numerous design communities. While it provides an

excellent look at significance of different variables, it doesn't provide complete

information needed to create a surrogate model.

2.3.2 Response Surface Modeling

A number of different tools exist to fit a model to a set of data. Regression is the

simplest method for statistically fitting a model to data. Regression attempts to minimize

the error between the data and the predictive model. Regression can be used to fit a

polynomial model (linear, quadratic, etc) or a more complex function such as exponential

or logarithmic. Response modeling is a statistical tool that combines tools from DOE and
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regression, so that a statistically accurate model can be developed while a minimum of

data is collected to form the model.

A number of tools exist for creating and analyzing response surface models,

such a central composite and Box-Behnken designs [22]. In both of these, a small

amount of data is collected, and then linear, linear interaction, and full quadratic models

can be developed. Once a response model is developed, it is easy to create surface or

contour plots of the model. From a surface or contour plot a specific operating point can

be selected. Also, the response surface model can be combined with optimization, and a

optimal point for a design selected which meets specified requirements [23].

Response surface models provide a nice addition to DOE, by allowing a user to

develop a surrogate model from data. Also, the methods developed around response

surface models are accepted by the statistics community.

2.3.3 Taguchi Orthogonal Arrays

Taguchi developed a method similar to DOE, known as orthogonal arrays, for

identifying test conditions and analyzing the data that is collected. A number of standard

designs have been developed by Taguchi which guide the designer in selecting test

points. Various designs are available for different numbers of factors and different

numbers of levels within each factor. The goal of the various designs is to maintain

orthogonality between all test conditions.

Once data is collected, two methods exist for analyzing the data. First, ANalysis

Of VAriance (ANOVA) can be used, which is the same as DOE uses for analysis. Also,

Signal-to-Noise (S/N) ratios can be used for analysis. Once data is analyzed, various

optimization models can be used to identify optimal operating points based on

requirements for the design.
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Taguchi methods are good at providing a consistent method for experiment

design and analysis. Different designers can each develop a design for a system, and

the resulting experiment will be much more similar than those developed by DOE or

response surface methodology (RSM). Also, a number of tools exist for creating and

analyzing Taguchi designs. Unfortunately, Taguchi Methods do not provide a good way

for extracting a model that is usable in other applications. Also, Taguchi Methods are not

statistically based, which has brought criticism from the statistics community.

2.4 OPTIMIzATIoN IN DESIGN

Optimization is a technique to help designers achieve desired objectives through

a search for the optimum in a design space [24]. A single objective optimization is

frequently expressed mathematically as a minimization problem, as follows:

minimize f(x), x E

subject to: g(x) 0

h(x)=0

Where:

f(x) is objective function;

(2.1)

x are design variables, x = [x1, x2, ..., xn]T, it is defined in a n-dimension real

number space;

g(x) are inequality constraints, h(x) are equality constraints, they together

define a feasible design space for the optimization

The goal of this minimization problem is to find x* that leads to the minimum

value of the f(x), i.e., f(x*) = minimum, in the feasible design space.

A wealth of different graphical, analytical, and numerical tools exist to solve this

problem. Usually, the graphical and analytical tools are insufficient for complex
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problems, such as the design of the GT-MHR. Numerical techniques are more

applicable, including sequential linear programming (SLP), sequential quadratic

programming (SQP), gradient methods, Newton methods, and others. Several software

tools are also widely used in academia research and industrial practice; including Excel,

MathCad, and Matlab.

2.5 SOFTWARE TOOLS

Countless software tools have been developed to aid designers including simple

2-d drawing programs, complex 3-d parametric solid modelers, basic spreadsheets,

computational equation solvers, and process implementation tools. A variety of tools

used for this research are described below.

2.5.1 Mm/tab

Minitab <http://www.minitab.com/> is one of the premier statistical software tools

available today. It provides statisticians and engineers tools for the easy analysis of

data, including basic statistics, regression analysis, analysis of variance, statistical

process control, measurement system analysis, design of experiments (DOE), reliability

analysis, as well as numerous others. It provides numerical and various graphical results

for the analyses performed.

In this research, the DOE tools were primarily used. Factorial designs were used

to determine which design parameters are significant and response surface models were

used to create surrogate models (see sections 3.3 and 3.4).

As seen in Figure 2, Minitab uses a familiar spreadsheet layout for input.
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Figure 2 - Minitab Input Screen

Once data is entered and analyzed, results can be viewed in the spreadsheet as

well as interaction plots (Figure 3), residual plots (Figure 4), and 3-d surface plots

(Figure 5).
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2.5.2 Excel

Microsoft Excel <http://office.microsoft.com/excel> is the leading computer

spreadsheet program. It is an extremely versatile software package which allows for

analytical, numerical, and statistical analysis. In this study, the one-dimensional heat

transfer model of the GT-MHR was created in Excel (section 4.3). Also, the system

evaluation (section 4.5) and optimization routine (section 4.6) were developed in Excel.

Numerous add-ins have been developed for use with Microsoft Excel, including

database access tools, the Analysis toolpak, and the Solver Add-In. The Solver Add-In

(Figure 6) is primarily an optimization tool. It allows the user to minimize, maximize, or

seek a target within a given cell. The goal is achieved by varying other cells, while

maintaining a set of specified constraints.
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Figure 6 - Sample of Excel Solver Dialog

The solver tool has a number of different methods it can use to solve the

optimization problem, including linear, Newton, and conjugate methods. The user can

also specify what type of estimates to make and set iteration parameters.

2.5.3 Matlab

Matlab <http://www.mathworks.com/> is one of the most popular computational

tools. It has tools for analysis of complex mathematical problems, visualization, control

system design, digital signal processing, and image processing. One very common use

is in performing very complex simulations of mathematically defined systems. One

aspect that makes Matlab very powerful is its ability to execute C++ code. Even though

entirely capable of handling the analysis required by this research, it was not utilized

because of the complexity in performing the relatively simple calculations required.

2.5.4 MathCAD

MathCAD <http://www.mathcad.com/> is another popular computational tool. It

has nearly identical capabilities to other packages, such as Matlab. One aspect that sets

MathCAD apart is the visual interface for the user (Figure 7). The user creates equations

so that they appear as they do when written out. Additionally, it allows symbolic

evaluation of most problems, which is something most software packages do not offer.

Many intermediate calculations were performed in MathCAD throughout the project.
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Figure 7 - Sample of MathCAD Interface

2.5.5 Acclaro Design Software

Acciaro Designer <http://www.axiomaticdesign.com/products/prod_designer.asp>

from Axiomatic Design Software Inc. is software to help designers through the process

of axiomatic design. It particularly focuses on the decomposition process (section 3.2)

within Axiomatic Design. lt allows users to map and decompose functional requirements,

design variables, and process variables through various levels and then populate the

design matrices (section 3.4). An example of the interface is shown in Figure 8. It also

has tools for creating tree and flow chart diagrams once the system is established.

The tools provided by Acciaro Designer can help ease the implementation of

Axiomatic Design in a product development atmosphere. The tools for mapping,

decomposition, and creating design matrices work very well. Unfortunately, it does not

allow for the design matrices to be populated quantitatively. As a result users cannot use

this tool to perform a parametric analysis of a design or perform an RIS analysis. If these

features were added, it would be an extremely useful tool.
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3. METHOD FOR EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION

A new, systematic approach was developed for evaluating and improving a large

scale system design. This new approach is based on Suh's [4] Axiomatic Design Theory,

Response Surface Modeling, and Design Optimization Theory [24]. The goal of the

approach is to achieve functional independence throughout the entire system. This can

also be viewed as limiting interactions between various parts of the system.

Decompose the system into
FRs, DPs, and form design matrices

Characterize system with analytical,
numerical, and emperical models

Populate the design matrix
using the system models

Evaluate system for functional
independence using RIS analysis

Improve system functional
independence using optimization

Figure 9 - Proposed Approach for Evaluating and Improving a Large Scale System

As shown in Figure 9, the approach has five basic steps. First, the system

represented by functional requirements (FRs), design parameters (DPs), and their

relations, in a design matrix form, using a decomposition and mapping process. At a low,

parametric level, the functional requirements are performance parameters and the
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design parameters are design variables. Second, a system model is developed which

can be used to predict performance parameters from the design variables. Third,

quantitative design matrices are created and populated with values derived from the

system models. Next, an RIS analysis is performed on the quantitative design matrices

to determine how good the design is by quantifying the functional independence of the

design. Finally, an optimization design model is developed and resolved to minimize the

functional coupling in the current design to get a better system.

3.1 IMPORTANT A SPECTS OF AXIOMATIC DESIGN

In the late 1970's, Nam P. Suh [4] began the development of what is known as

Axiomatic Design Theory. The motivation was to establish a rigorous, scientific basis for

successful product development. A typical large-scale engineering system, such as a

nuclear reactor, airplane, automobile, or computer printer, is usually requires the

satisfaction of multiple competing functionality requirements, such as performance,

safety, economic concern, and environmental impact. Because of the complexity

involved, the concepts generated often contain highly coupled functions. Such concepts

lead to products that are redundant, costly, and difficult to manufacture. Functional

independence is a core concept in Suh's axiomatic design theory, and can be used to

develop products with decoupled or even uncoupled function structures, which are

simpler, less expensive, and easier to make.

Suh's axiomatic design theory provides design researchers and practitioners with

a consistent framework based on a logical thinking process, and techniques to carry out

design activities in a well-organized manner. Four key elements of axiomatic design are

used in the approach presented here. First, there are four primary design domains,

described in section 3.1.1. Second, there are two design axioms, which provide
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principles for decisions made during the design process, and are described in section

3.1.2. Third, the zig-zag design process, described in section 3.1.3, is used to realize the

decomposition and mapping process. An RIS analysis is used to quantitatively evaluate

the system for functional independence and is described in section 3.1 .4.

3.1.1 Design World Domains

Suh modeled the design world into four different domains and their interactions,

as shown in Figure 10. The customer domain consists of the specific attributes that

customers desire for a system. The functional domain consists of the functional

requirements (FR5) that are required for the system to meet the desired customer

attributes (CA). The physical domain is made of the systems, sub-systems, components,

and component properties (DPs) that satisfy the functional requirements. The process

domain is the settings (PVs) which are required to manufacture the physical parts of the

system. For the purpose of this work, the focus is on the functional domain, the physical

domain, and the decomposition and mapping relations between them.

mapping

EJ
Customer

domain
Functional Physical Process

domain domain domain

Figure 10- Four domains of the design world [5]
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3.1.2 Design Axioms

Axiomatic design provides two axioms to guide the zig-zag process and evaluate

design alternatives. The two axioms are as follows:

Axiom I - The Independence Axiom: In an acceptable design, the DPs and the

FRs are related in such a way that specific DP can be adjusted to satisfy its

corresponding FR without affecting other functional requirements, i.e. functional

independence.

Axiom 2 - The Information Axiom: The best design is a functionally uncoupled

design that has the minimum information content.

Axiom 1 is used to select the qualified FR and DP sets, which represent good

designs. Axiom 2 is used to pick out the best FR and DP setting(s) among them. In

addition to the two axioms, eight corollaries, 26 general theorems, and 14 theorems,

have been developed to guide and evaluate specific types of design.

3.1.3 Zig-Zag Design Process

The zig-zag design process is used to realize the system decomposition and

mapping, and is illustrated in Figure 11. First, a top level set of FRs must be developed

for the system that are both collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive, meaning that

a) they define the entire scope of requirements for the system, and b) there is not any

overlap in the requirements which they define. Once the top level FRs are defined, they

are mapped, or zigged, to DPs at the same level of detail. Then the top level FRs and

DPs are both decomposed, or zagged, to lower level FRs and DPs. The zig-zag design

process continues through a series of levels, from system, to sub-system, component,

and function level. At each level, the mapping between FRs and DPs should obey Axiom
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1. This process continues until a level is reached where the design may be described

parametrically.

Li
-

Functional domain Physical domain

Figure 11 - Zig-Zag Design Process [5]

At each level of decomposition, a design matrix [A] is developed, which relates

the FRs to their associated DPs at that level. When working at the top level design

matrices, they can initially be populated with an X or 0, respectively indicating a

mapping relationship or lack of mapping relationship. Three different types of design

matrices can result and are shown in Figure 12. From the left to the right, the first design

matrix indicates a coupled design, the second a decoupled design, and the third an

uncoupled design. An ideal design is one that can be represented by an uncoupled

design matrix (each FR is controlled by only one DP and vise versa). Unfortunately, in

the real world, most designs cannot be uncoupled, and a decoupled design is usually

considered satisfactory. In any circumstance, a coupled design is to be avoided.

FR1 XOXDP1
FR2 = X X X DP2
FR3 OXXDP3

Coupled

1i XO 0 DP1

= X X 0 DP
[FR3 OXXDP3

Decoupled

FR1 X0 0 OP1

FR2 = 0 X 0 DP2
FR3 00 XDP3

Uncoupled

Figure 12 - Design Matrix Types
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During the decomposition process, a design matrix may be developed which is

not square, because there are different numbers of FRs and DPs at a certain level. A

non-square design matrix indicates a possible redundant or over constrained design.

Suh [5] has developed several corollaries to help designers improve these situations.

For example, if there are more DPs than FRs, the design is redundant and a search for

less redundant design is suggested. This can also be remedied by recognizing that

some DPs are invariant, and thus allowing them to be considered as constraints, and

changing the design to have the same number of DPs and FRs, which represents a

desirable design based on Axiom 1.

3.1.4 Measurements of Functional Independence

A number of different measures of functional independence have been

developed. The most common is reangularity (R) and semiangularity (S) [4]. R measures

the angular relationship between the DP axes and S measures the magnitude of the

diagonal elements of a normalized design matrix. R and S are further defined in section

3.5.

R and S only work where there are the same number of FRs and DPs (square

design matrix). When the numbers of FRs and DPs differ, a different measure is

required. One measure of functional independence that can be used in this situation is

the orthogonality index (m0) and alignment index (7ta) [4]. Orthogonality measures the

independence of FRs and degree of coupling. The alignment index measures the axis

alignments of DPs to FRs.

32 SYSTEM DECOMPOSITION

System decomposition is accomplished according to Axiom 1 and the guidelines

of Axiomatic Design process, described in section 3.1.3. Typically a high level FR is
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defined which relates directly to a customer requirement, and then a corresponding OP

is defined. The decomposition progresses through the various levels until every FR/OP

is described by a one or more performance variable/design variable.

Based on Axiom 1, it is desirable that the decomposition results in equal

numbers of FRs and OPs at each level of decomposition. When they are not equal,

either a different approach to the system definition needs to occur, or FRs and/or OPs

need to either be added or removed. If there are more FRs than OPs, additional OPs

must be developed or identified to achieve the various FRs. If there are fewer FRs than

OPs, the number of DPs needs to be reduced.

A number of methods can be used to reduce the number of variables. An easy

way is to remove those that you believe will have the least effect on the output, those

which can be constrained by other variables, those which are not believed to vary across

manufacturing, maintenance, or environment, or some other heuristic method. A good

way to reduce the number of OPs is through a statistical t-test. Once a model is

developed which characterizes the system, a two factor DOE can be performed using all

of the OP variables. When analyzed, variables which do not have statistical significance

can be constrained at a fixed value and removed from further analysis. If this is used, the

designer can be ensured that significant variables are not removed.

33 SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION

A number of techniques exist for characterizing a system, from back of the

envelope estimations, to numerical simulations and sophisticated computational models

built with tools such as FEA and CFD. Care must be taken to ensure that the model

used has sufficient accuracy for the application.
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Usually, a real world system simulation is extremely complex and requires

extensive time from a person or computer to develop a set of results. For example, a

CFD simulation for one set of initial conditions on a complex thermal system can take

over one day. Quite often, these simulations are highly non-linear and non-polynomial,

making manipulations, such as integrals and derivatives, extremely difficult or even

impossible.

A common practice in design is to replace a complex system model with a

quadratic surrogate model [18]. There are a number of ways the surrogate models can

be obtained, such as a combination of DOE and response surface model building

techniques [21]. In this work the following approach is taken: First, a 3-factor DOE can

be performed using all DP variables and FR variables. When the DOE is analyzed it will

identify which first order, second order, and interaction terms significantly affect each

FR. A detailed response surface model can then be developed. For each FR, the

significant DPs are modeled across three or more levels equally spaced throughout the

design space for each variable. When analyzed, only the coefficients for the terms which

the DOE identified as significant are calculated. The result is a statistically adequate

quadratic surrogate model. It is important to test the accuracy of the model against the

original data to ensure that sufficient accuracy is achieved. If the resulting surrogate

models are not accurate enough, the process can be iterated for a higher order

response model, with sequential DOE first determining the statistically significant

elements, and then determining the model coefficients. Typically, over small regions

represented by the design space for a given variable, a quadratic model can produce

sufficient results.
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3.4 POPULA TE DESIGN MA TRICES

Once the system is decomposed and models are developed for all relevant parts

of the system, the design matrices can be populated with actual values. In the design

matrix shown in Figure 12, the values of the individual elements are found by looking at

the change in a functional requirement caused by a change in a design parameter, as

shown in equation (3.1).

FR1 A1 Al2 A1 DP1

FR2 A21 A22 A71 DP2
where A (3.1)UaDP

A11 42 A DP1

In a system where there exist simple relationships, such as linear or polynomial,

between the FRs and DP5, partial derivatives can be directly taken based on the

relationships, and therefore, the design matrix can be easily populated. In many real

world large-scale engineering systems the FR-DP relationships are highly nonlinear, and

are impossible to be represented in a straightforward, closed, analytical, form. To

populate a design matrix for such a system, sequential DOE and surrogate modeling

processes are adopted to build differentiable functions for the underlying relationships

between the FRs and DPs. Once the differentiable functions are obtained, the design

matrix elements between the FRs and DPs can be instantiated with actual values (Afl)

using equation (3.1).

Once the design matrix is populated, it needs to be normalized and then

configured into a matrix with the least coupling. The design matrix needs to be

normalized so that the entire matrix is unitless. Prior to normalization, one cell might

have relatively large values because it has units of °F/foot, while a nearby cell might

have relatively small values because it has units of psi/foot. Many different normalization
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techniques exist which could be used. The normalization in equation (3.2) was used in

this work, which works to normalize rows and columns with their respective nominal

values.

DP1 0FRA1=== whereA1=
FR1 '

(3.2)

To reconfigure the design matrix, rows or columns can be switched with each

other [4]. Columns and rows should be rearranged until the least coupling exists.

3.5 RIS ANALYSIS

Once the qualitative design matrix is populated with actual values (A,j), an RIS

analysis [5] can be performed to assess the functional coupling degree of a current

design based on Axiom 1. Reangularity (R), shown in equation (3.3), measures the

angular relationship between the DP axes. Semiangularity (S), shown in equation (3.4),

measures the magnitude of the diagonal elements of a normalized design matrix.

n
n-i

R= -1-

1=1
j=i+i

2
1/2

[iAk1Akj
1

[1Akj2 jAkJ2

n I

SJJj-i
( n 1/2

Akj2
k=i )

The result of the analysis helps identify how close the design matrix is to the

(3.3)

(3.4)

ideal uncoupled matrix (see Figure 12). If the result is an uncoupled matrix, both Rand S

equal 1 .0. When the matrix is decoupled, R and S are equal, but not 1 .0, and when the
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matrix is coupled, the values of R and S are different from each other and tend to

approach zero. The closer the values of R and S, and the closer each is to a value of

1 .0, the less functionally coupled the system. The closer the values are to 1 .0, the larger

the rote of the diagonal element. The quantitative design matrix and RIS analysis can be

used to determine where design changes are needed to improve the current system.

In arranging the matrix, as described in section 3.4, it can be difficult to identify

which layout has the least coupling. Getting the best arrangement can be an iterative

process, arranging the matrix and then looking at the results of R and S to see if the new

arrangement is better.

3,6 OPTIMIZATION

An optimization design model contains three parts:

1. design variables [x]

2. an objective function [f(x)]

3. design constraints [h(x) = 0 and g(x) 0]

The design variables here are the attributes of a system that can be specified by

designers. Since the objective is to minimize functional independence, and the R/S

analysis is a measure of functional independence, the objective function should be

based on R and/or S. A number of possible functions, listed in Table 1, were proposed.

For this problem, a good objective function will vary similarly for changes in either R or

S. This can be measured by taking a partial derivative of the function with respect to

both R and S. A good objective function will result in partial derivatives which are similar

in both magnitude and tendency, or direction. Function (1) is not good because it doesn't

take into account the effect of S. Likewise, a similar function built on S is also

inadequate. Functions (3) and (4) are also not good objective functions, due to them
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having an opposite direction. This means that an increase in R leads to an increase in

the objective function while an increase in S leads to a decrease in the objective

function, or vice versa.

ID Objective Function (f) ôfIR arias Goodness of
function

1 hR -hR2 0 Incomplete, no S

2 1/(R+S) -1I(R+S)2 -1I(R+S)2 Good

3 RI(R+S) SI(R+S)2 -RI(R4-S)2 Bad, opposite
direction

4 R-S 1 -1 Bad, opposite
direction

5 (R+S)I(RS) -hR2 1IS2 Good

Table 1- Possible objective functions

Two of the functions were identified as good by the partial derivative measures.

The one which converges faster is a relatively better objective function [24]. This can be

identified by dividing the two functions and taking two limits. The first limit (R>S)

addresses the system approaching a decoupled system and the second limit (R,S*1)

addresses the system approaching an uncoupled system. If the limits are greater than 1,

then the top function converges faster, and is the better function. If they are less than 1,

then the bottom function is better.

urn RS = lirn
(R+s)2 (R+R)2 4R2 4 (3.5)RS R*S RS R2 R2R+S

lirn RS = lirn
(R + S)2 (i +1)2

=4 (3.6)
R-1 _L R-1 RS 12

s1 R+s s1

Since both limits (3.5 and 3.6) are greater than 1, the top function converges

faster. Thus, the function in equation (3.7) is identified as the best proposed objective

function, and is used as part of the optimization design model.
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f(R, S)
R

+ (37)
RS

A series of equality constraints is defined by R, S, and the design matrix, in

equations (3.1) to (3.4). If a surrogate model is used, an additional set of inequality

constraints are defined by ranges of the design models over which the system models

are built and validated, as shown in equation (3.8). Finally, additional requirements for

the system may define additional inequality constraints.

Xjmin X1 0
(3 8)

XjXj,max_<O

In summary, the optimization design model (3.9) is:

R+S
minimize f(x) , x E

RS

subject to:R=fR(x)

S f5(X)

(3.9)
Xmjn X 0

X Xmax 0

g(x)0

where

Commercial optimization software is then used to obtain the design optimum, x.
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4. CASE STUDY WITH GT-MHR RCCS NUCLEAR REACTOR
COOLING SYSTEM

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the method proposed in Section 3,

General Atomics' GT-MHR Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS) was selected as a

case study for evaluation and identifying improvements. The case study focuses on the

emergency operation of the RCCS only. The RCCS is used during normal operation,

normal shutdown, and emergency shutdown. During normal operation and shutdown,

the RCCS is used to remove about 3.3 MW thermal energy from the cavity so the

concrete walls of the cavity do not exceed a critical temperature of 120°F. During an

emergency, the RCCS continues to operate and is the primary means for removing

thermal energy from the reactor core. During emergency operation, the RCCS is to keep

the core below 1450°F, the vessel below 900°F, and the concrete cavity below 120°F.

4.1 INTRODUCTION TO GT-MHR RCCS

The Reactor Cavity Cooling System of the GT-MHR introduces a somewhat

unique paradigm for treating long-term decay heat removal after loss-of-coolant

accidents (LOCA5). In general, power reactors today strive to achieve high values of

thermal efficiency in an effort to maximize profitability. One way that designers do this is

by insulating the system in an effort to reduce heat loss to the surroundings. This can

have a measurable impact on the thermal efficiency, but can lead to trouble in the event

of a LOCA. In this event, it is necessary to find a way to remove the decay heat from the

reactor in order to prevent damage to the fuel assemblies or reactor vessel itself.

Insulation works against this, causing the system to retain more heat. The result is that

additional systems are needed to provide protection. These systems require additional

design and capital expenditure, larger facilities to accommodate them, additional
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periodic maintenance and testing to ensure operability, and still have the possibility of

failure.

The GT-MHR designers have approached the problem of decay heat removal in

a different way. The Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS) is a natural circulation

driven cooling system using air from the environment to remove heat from the reactor

cavity. The reactor is not insulated, so whenever heat is generated within the vessel, a

small portion of the heat escapes into the cavity. That heat is partially dissipated to the

ground (as the reactor cavity is beneath ground level) and partially to the air that is being

circulated through the RCCS cooling panel. The portion heat transferred to the air is the

driving force for natural circulation. Since the RCCS operates continuously, it does not

require initiation in the event of a casualty; it merely continues operating, and as the

temperature in the reactor cavity increases, natural circulation increases and additional

heat is removed.

The RCCS operation is relatively simple, requires no moving parts, and no

initiation for it to operate. While sacrificing some thermal efficiency, the simplicity of the

system is expected to maintain economic competitiveness due to reduced capital,

manpower, maintenance, and operation costs. A major limitation is that, to ensure

acceptable vessel and fuel temperatures during accident conditions, reactor power must

be limited so that the shutdown (decay) heat levels are within the heat removal capability

of the RCCS. Thus, the RCCS performance limits place significant limitations on the

reactor design.

Immediately following a reactor shutdown, the decay heat produced exceeds the

normal heat removal capability of the RCCS, resulting in rising reactor vessel and fuel

temperatures. However, the GT-MHR has a large volume of graphite, which has a high

heat capacity, and a large vessel mass, that together act to slow the heat-up rate during
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the time when the decay heat generation exceeds the RCCS heat removal capability. In

time, the decay power decreases and finally falls within the range of the RCCS's heat

removal capability; this is approximately the point at which the fuel temperature will be at

its peak value. Due to the high-temperature capability of reactor core and coated fuels

adopted in GT-MHR design, given maximum decay power and likely worst case

scenarios, this peak temperature will still be within the safe temperature range.

4.1.1 System requirements

The primary requirement of the RCCS is to maintain safe temperatures within all

components at all times. In order to achieve this requirement, a number of quantifiable

requirements were identified for the system, including:

Fuel temperature below 3000°F

Structural components below 900°F

Concrete temperature below 120°F

Run autonomously during an emergency

Allow operation when partially blocked

Operation be insensitive to wind direction or speed

Maintain safe conditions with ambient temperature -45°F to 110°F

Operate without outside power

Remove 4MW thermal power from core cavity

4.1.2 System design issues

Current design practice for the GT-MHR and RCCS has been to specify the

desired performance and other design constraints and then develop a suitable

engineering solution to fulfill the requirements. Heuristics based judgment, refined sizing

calculations, directed trade-off studies, and parametric analyses are all employed to help

ensure an optimized design. Never the less, each functional requirement is optimized

independently without considering its interdependence with other functions. The
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selective attention to a limited subset of design parameters and requirements can lead to

sub-optimal results. Furthermore, the approach aims at finding a workable solution but

not necessarily an absolute optimum.

The RCCS design is in its preliminary stage. Areas requiring further development

include:

validation of integrated system performance;

validation of major thermal properties (e.g., emissivity) over life;

optimization of system performances for

acceptable concrete temperature;

minimum insulation in wall.

Reduced cost through modular construction

Detailed design considering vessel supports' effects on thermal
performances

Quantified uncertainty

4.2 SYSTEM DECOMPOSITION

The first step in evaluating the RCCS is to decompose the system until a

parametric level is reached. One of the most important functions in a nuclear reactor is

the ability for it to remove thermal energy and control temperature under all conditions.

For the GT-MHR, this can be expressed as:

FR0: Maintain reactor in safe operating condition with regard to temperature
by DP0: Reactor Cooling Systems

The high level FRs and DPs are decomposed into lower level FRs and DPs.

Their mapping relationship is expressed by:

FR1 XXXDP1
FR2 = 0 X X DP2 (Level 0)

FR3 OOXDP3
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where FR1: Maintain safe reactor temperatures during normal operation
FR2: Maintain safe reactor temperatures during normal shutdown
FR3: Maintain safe reactor temperatures during emergency shutdown

by DP1: Power Conversion System (Helium Turbine)
DP2: Shutdown Cooling System (SCS)
DP3: Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS)

The design matrix shows that the current RCCS design maintains relatively good

functional independence at a high, abstract level.

4.2.1 Qualitative Decomposition

Since the purpose of this study is to evaluate the ability of the system to remain

cool during emergency operations, the focus will be on the decomposition of FR3 and

DP3, as follows:

JFR311rX O1JDP31
tFR32JL0 X]DP32

where FR31: Run autonomously during an emergency
FR32: Keep core component temperatures below critical values

by DP31: Passive, redundant system
DP32: Air circulation through reactor cavity

Decomposing FR31, we find:

FR311 X
FR312 = 0
FR313 0

o 0 DP311

X 0 OP312

o X DP313

where FR311: Allow operation when partially blocked
FR312: Insensitive to wind direction
FR313: Work without outside power

by DP311: Four inlets and outlets for natural circulation
DP312: Orientation of inlets and outlets
DP313: Completely passive system

(Level 3)

(Level 3.1)
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Decomposing FR32, we find:

1FR321 rx -011DP321

LJ1DP322 t
(Level 3.2)

where FR321: Keep fuel temperature below 14500
FR322: Keep structural components below critical values

by DP321: Conductive heat transfer through core
DP322: Convective heat transfer through RCCS

The temperature of the fuel is largely a function of the core size and the decay

power curve, rather than the RCCS. Since the analysis is more focused on the RCCS,

we will continue by decomposing FR322, as follows:

FR3221 A11 Al2 A13 A14 A15 A16 A1,7 DP3221

FR3222 A2,1 A2,2 A2,3 A24 A25 A26 A2,7 OP3222

FR3223 A3,1 A3,2 A33 A34 A35 A36 A3,7 DP3223

FR3224 = A4,1 A4,2 A43 A44 A45 A46 A47 OP3224
(Level 3.2.2)

FR3225 A5,1 A5,2 A53 A54 A55 A56 A57 DP3225

FR3226 A6,1 A62 A6,3 A64 A65 A66 A6,7 OP3226

FR3227 A7,1 A7,2 A73 A74 A75 A76 A7,7 OP3227

where FR3221: Max air temperature (at riser exit) (Iair,exit)

FR3222: Max reactor vessel temperature (Trx,max)

FR3223: Outlet pressure drop (Po)
FR3224: Air velocity at riser exit (vair)

FR3225: delta Z between inlet and outlet (z-z0)

FR3226: Max riser wall termperature (at top of riser) (Twaii,max)

FR3227: Outlet length of cooling system (L0)

by DP3221: Riser width (Wr)

DP3222: Riser depth (Dr)

DP3223: Number of risers (nr)

DP3224: Riser height (Hr)
DP3225: Inlet delta z (Z)
DP3226: Oulet flow area (A0)

DP3227: Inlet length (L)

At this point, the decomposition is at a point where we can begin to populate the

matrix with actual numbers, rather than just X's. A system model is required to complete
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the population of the design matrix. Refer to section 4.3 for the details on the populated

matrix.

A breakdown of FR321 was not performed due to a lack of information on what

happens within the reactor core during an emergency shutdown. It is understood that the

reactor core power has a decay profile, the power mostly heats the surrounding core for

several days, and the RCCS continues to remove a relatively consistent amount of

thermal energy during the shutdown. The temperature within the core rises until the

decay power drops below the heat removal capability of the RCCS. The core is mostly

made of solid graphite, which has a very high heat capacity.

4.2.2 Qualitative design matrix results

A final step in the decomposition of the RCCS is the development of a master

matrix, which allows the user to identify interactions between FR's and DP's that exist at

different levels of the decomposition (Figure 13). The master matrix shows that except

for the coupling that may exist within the cooling system at level 3.2.2, there is no

additional coupling. This is a result of the system having a very modular design, and

indicates that at a high level the system maintains good functional independence,

according to Axiom 1.

It is not necessary to further decompose FR311, FR312, FR313, or their

corresponding DPs, because each FR is completely satisfied by its corresponding DP.

Each of these could be written as a true/false statement, where true=1 and false=O, and

all of the X's on the diagonals would be replaced by a 1.
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DP3: Reactor cavity cooling system
DP3.2

DP3.1 DP3.2.2

2
(1)

2
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3. .0
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5)
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2 N
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0
a)
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a)
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a)
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.' a,
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i 0 '
C)
-J

a, c C) C) E a)
0

s2
0 .0 .0

g

Allow operation when inlets or outlets are
1 o

_?;_ --_
o

_Q_
a

partially blocked

Insensitive to wind direction 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Work without outside power 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C)

Maximum Fuel temperature < 1450C 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E-

a)

Air exit temperature 0 X 0 0 A11 Al2 A13 A14 A15 A16 A17

'C
Maximum Reactor Temperature 0 X 0 0 A21 A22 A23 A,4 A25 A26 A27

2
Outlet pressure drop 0 X 0 0 A31 A,, A33 A34 A35 A36 A37_______________
Air velocity in riser

-
0

-
X 0 0 A41 A42 A43 A44 A45 A4,6 A47_______________

Delta z between inlet and outlet 0 0 0 0 A51 A5, A5, A54 A55 A56 A5,7

Maximum riser wall temperature 0 X 0 0 A6, A6, A64 A65 A66 A6,7

Outlet Length 0 0 0 0 A7,1 A7, A7,3 A74 A75 A76 A7,7

Figure 13 - RCCS Master Matrix

4.3 SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION

There are numerous ways to characterize the GT-MHR RCCS, from simple heat

transfer approximations to complex CFD simulations. For this work, a one-dimensional

heat transfer model was developed to predict temperatures, air velocity, and pressure

drops [25-27].
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In order to conduct the analysis the following assumptions were made

One dimensional flow

Boussinesq approximation is valid

System operating at steady state

Both inlet and outlet are at atmospheric pressure

Constant wall flux over entire area of risers

Inlet and outlet height were same for buoyancy purposes

Inlet and outlet length were different for friction purposes

Inlet and outlet's were considered from and into very large areas

No intermixing of outlet air and inlet air (implies constraint that the difference in

height be sufficient to allow for such)

Axial heating and heat losses assumed to be zero

4.3.1 Governing Equations

4.3.1.1 Control Volume Equations

For a control volume that encompasses the entire RCCS, the governing

equations are the one-dimensional continuity equation (4.1), momentum conservation

(4.2), and the energy equation (4.3).

8t ds
(4.1)

-ap Pw (4.2)r____+pg t-w
ot 0x 8x A

(o'T uc11)=q 1.PI (4.3)
PC ds) W A)

After applying the assumptions listed above and integrating over a loop, equation

(4.4) is developed:
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pgdx = ---dx (4.4)

The left side of the equation represents the buoyancy force due that will drive the

natural circulation. The right side of the equation is the frictional losses that occur

throughout the loop. The loop is divided into regions, shown in Figure 14.

Outlet

RCCS Sections
1. Inlet
2. Cold Plenum!

Downcomer
3. Riser
4. Hot Plenum
5. Outlet

Inlet
Ground
Level

Outlet II Inlet

HiE

O.2
0

II)
H

E

4
0
0

0
0
o
0 wLIC-)

('3

ci)

Figure 14 - RCCS Schematic
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4.32 Derivation of Velocity Equation

4.3.2.1 Energy Equation

To solve the loop integral, additional equations are required. Applying the energy

equation to the entire loop [Equation (4.5)], shows that heat only increases in the riser

section.

Riser Section

(dT dTPC+Uj 1O DowncomerSection
(45)

o Exaust Section

o Plenum Section

4.3.2.2 Frictional Losses

For each section there are both frictional losses due to the shear stress with the

wall and form losses. The form losses are due to the gas changing direction, and can be

approximated as frictional losses if an equivalent length of pipe is used. Total friction

loss per unit area is found by summing losses through all sections (4.6).

PU hot
fD(Arjser

2

D JL A1J
(4.6)

Equation (4.7) is a correlation applicable for all frictional losses:

1O

e3.6log10H+ I (4.7)
LRe 37*D)

]

and is accurate to ±1 .5% when:

1O8Re1O4
eID#O.05 (relative roughness)
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The ratio of areas is from the continuity equation, and is valid when there is no

change in mass through the system. Also, incompressible flow is assumed for the

purpose of mass flow rate balance. Therefore the mass flow rate is constant and the

loss equation is simplified allowing relation of all losses to a reference value. Since air

velocity in the riser is of primary interest, area and velocity of the riser will be used as

reference values.

4.3.2.3 Geometry Losses

In equation (4.7), k represents any geometry loss. This model includes any

transitions in size or flow direction.

For expansions:

For contractions:

3/4

k O.Jl
Asmaii (4.8a)
LAjarge)

2

k = 11
Asmaii

Aiarge

(4.8b)

The only significant changes in direction are the 10 inlet bends and the 9 exit

bends. The number of bends are constraints to plant layout. Equation (4.9) is for square

ductwork that undergoes a number (n) of 90E bends:

k =0.99n (4.9)

As long as the flow area remains constant, it is not necessary to consider each

bend as an independent region. All bends within a section may be included within a

single term. For this system, the bends were identified as the primary area of energy

loss outside of the riser section.
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4.3.2.4 Buoyancy Forces

To calculate the buoyancy force, the Boussinesq approximation for density as a

function of temperature is assumed (4.10). The thermal expansion coefficient is required

to account for expansion in the buoyancy terms of the equations.

vvo
v TT0 '0 TT0

p0 p p/3(TTo) (4.10)

= p0(l_fl(T_T0))

For steady state conditions, the energy equation becomes:

I dT (P riser section (4.11)

Applying the Boussinesq approximation (4.10) to the riser section energy

equation (4.11) gives:

bouyancy force
_T0) (4.12)

area

Solving the riser section energy equation (4.11) for (Th-TO) and knowing that

= Q (4.13)

allows the buoyancy force to equal frictional losses. This results in the velocity equation

(4.14). Unfortunately, velocity and friction loss are functions of each other, cannot be

solved in a closed form, and require a numerical method to find a solution.

=
QLTH

2

POAOcr1f.Lk
]A)

1/
/3

(4.14)
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4.3.3 Derivation of Temperature Equations

4.3.3.1 Heat transfer Equation

The energy equation (4.15) for heat transfer to air is:

'_rhCAT (4.15)

where the change in temperature represents the temperature rise along the riser. The

mass flow rate is constant throughout, and is easiest calculated with the reference

values.

Specific heat, evaluated at the average temperature of maximum temperature

and reference temperature will change with changes in velocity. An approximation,

derived by regression of table values [27], and valid from 8OEF through 1000EF is:

C 1.971O8T2+6.781O6T+0.239
BTU

(4.16)
Ibm°F

4.3.3.2 Nusselt correlation for convection to wall from air

Due to the high velocities present within the risers, a Nusselt correlation for

forced convection is more accurate than a natural circulation correlation. To calculate the

temperature on the inner wall of the riser, the Dittus-Boelter correlation is used:

Nu = 0.023 * ReD°8 Pr04
hD

k

at Tave

and valid for:

Re>10,000
0.7<Pr<100
L/D>60

0.023 * Re008 PrO4* k
' (4.17)

0
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After performing calculations for the system, the requirements for the correlation

(4.17) were found to be valid. This validates the method for calculating inner wall

temperature based on the bulk air temperature profile.

4.3.3.3 Conduction through wall

9h(Toutside inside) (4.18)

Equation (4.18) is valid for steady state, one dimensional conduction. The heat

transfer coefficient, h, is approximated with a quadratic fit of table date [27], in equation

(4.19), and is valid over 8OEF-1000EF.

hsteei 1.05 .105T2 + 2.93 103T+ 24.6
BTU

(4.19)
hr ft °F

4.3.3.4 Radiative heat transfer from vessel to riser

The following assumptions were made pertaining to radiative heat transfer

between the vessel and riser.

Vessel area is determined by the riser height and the vessel diameter

Riser surface area is used as heat transfer area

Both are grey bodies with emmisivity (s) = 0.8

Because of reflectors within the reactor cavity, the flux is considered constant for

the full height of riser and the entire riser area encloses the reactor, for viewing window

purposes. For grey bodies, where one encloses the other, the viewing window is

calculated as follows:

:=---+ A
(4.20)

Srx A. E
riser )
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Maximum riser temperature is used to be conservative. Applying these

assumptions and rearranging the heat transfer equation for radiation, the vessel wall

temperature is calculated with equation (4.21).

1/4

T =r _
O.9.Q

+r in °R (4.21)
riser

riserrx

L

4.3.4 Calculation of Pressure Drops

From above, the pressure drop equation (4.22) becomes:

Fpu2
(4.22)

2g

Evaluation requires the velocity within each section, where the continuity

equation is used to find velocity for each section. Density is a function of temperature

within the section, and an approximation, derived by regression from table data [27], is

valid from 8OEF to 1000EF is:

p = 4.97.1008T2 1.O11O04T+ 0.0789 (4.23)
ft3

4.3.5 Solution Spreadsheet

To allow for easy simulation of different system configurations, a large

spreadsheet was developed in Microsoft Excel, where each row is a different simulation.

On one sheet (Figure 15), the system configuration (DPs) are input in one set of

columns and the results (FRs) are listed in another set of columns.
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Urcoded Inp4 O0put

5 86 55-

10 625 2 292 109 149 120 80
-

125E-02 211E-02 40.04427 2595681 236 311 411 135.5

9 68.75 22 282.8 119.9 1341 158 98 l,28E-02 I 60E-02 41 59802 268.9162 251 331 441 114.35

8 6875 2.2 321.2 119.9 1639 108 88 l,82E-02 2 326-02 40.25633 244 4514 227 285 398 144.15

9 6875 1.8 3212 1198 134.1 108 88 I 035-02 I 24E-02 38.91867 287 8783 253 342 435 11435
9 68.75 2.2 262.8 98.1 134.1 108 72 I 115-02 I 84E-02 38.60127 281 1808 262 348 453 114.35

11 68.75 22 321.2 881 1639 132 72 I 655-02 3,86E-02 35.95175 232.2531 217 278 372 144.15

8 68.75 18 262.8 981 134.1 132 72 4.540-03 9,508-03 36.8521 339 2351 297 412 502 114.35

8 8875 22 3212 981 134.1 108 85 I 62E-02 2,06E-02 3816082 251 8045 234 305 405 114,35

11 6875 2.2 321.2 1185 163.5 158 72 2 375-02 4 23E-02 37.37465 227.6139 213 272 368 14415
9 6875 2,2 262,8 118.9 1635 108 72 1246-02 2088-02 40.75498 272.1878 254 335 444 144.15

9 56.25 1 6 321,2 116.9 134.1 132 89 8,03E-03 1.48E-02 42.07969 274.5961 242 325 422 126.85

II 68.75 1.8 3212 98.1 134.1 106 88 I 35E-02 1.70E-02 3635096 264 6635 234 311 398 114.35

6 5625 22 321.2 981 163.9 108 88 1,846-82 2 35E-02 4045731 243.786 227 264 397 156.65

ii 5875 22 321,2 98.1 153.9 108 88 2290-02 2978-52 3663027 229,9561 215 275 370 144,15
Il 6875 22 3212 1195 1341 108 88 2538-02 3 32E-02 38.6758 223 6697 210 267 364 11435
11 6875 18 262.8 98.1 1341 132 88 7 280-03 1 l6E-02 37.42175 293.516 259 351 443 Il4.35
9 68.75 18 321.2 98.1 163.9 109 88 9275-03 1.IOE-02 3678894 2981218 261 355 444 144,15

Figure 15 - RCCS Model Results Spreadsheet

An additional two sheets contain the model calculations. The first sheet (Figure

1 6a-1 6c) contains all of the physical parameters which describe the system, either

variable, constrained, or calculated. The second sheet (Figure 17a-17e) contains all of

the intermediate and final calculations required for the system, such as physical

parameters (hydraulic diameter, perimeter, etc), dimensionless quantities (Re, Pr, etc.),

and results (Temperature, velocity, pressure, etc). For each calculation, such as

Reynolds number or air velocity, there are six calculations to account for each section of

the system.

Two of the parameters, air velocity in the riser (V87) and temperature difference

between reactor and riser (dT), cannot be solved in closed form because knowledge of

their values are required to find intermediate parameters which are used in solving for

the desired value. To work around this, an initial value is guessed for each value, the

calculations are performed, and results are developed. If the guess and final value are

different, the final value is used as the guess and the process is repeated until there is

convergence in the values. Microsoft Excel can automate this process through its

iterative calculation routine, shown in Figure 18. Iterative calculations are activated

through Tools Menu Options... -f Calculations Tab.



1 0.71875 56.25 0.1188

2 0.71875 56.25 0.1188

3 0.71875 56.25 0.1188

4 0.71875 56.25 0.1188

5 0.71875 68.75 0.1188

6 0.71875 68.75 0,1188

7 0.71875 68.75 0.1188

8 0.71875 68.75 0.1188

9 0.88542 56.25 0.1188

10 0.88542 56.25 0.1188

11 0.88542 56.25 0.1188

12 0.88542 56.25 0.1188

13 0.88542 68.75 0.1188

14 0.88542 68.75 0.1185

15 0.88542 6575 0.1158

262 169.6 149 120 72 120

322 169.6 149 120 72 120

262 191.4 149 120 72 120

322 191.4 149 120 72 120

262 169.6 149 120 72 120

322 169.6 149 120 72 120

262 191.4 149 120 72 120

322 191.4 149 120 72 120

262 169.6 149 120 72 120

322 169.6 149 120 72 120

262 191.4 149 120 72 120

322 191.4 149 120 72 120

262 169.6 149 120 72 120

322 169.6 149 120 72 120

252 191.4 149 120 72 120

Figure 16a - Calculation Sheet I

50 27.48 50 72 72

50 22.36 50 72 72

50 27.48 50 72 72

50 22.36 50 72 72

50 27.48 50 72 72

50 22.36 50 72 72

50 27.48 50 72 72

50 27.55 50 72 72

50 33.86 50 72 72

50 27.55 50 72 72

50 33.86 50 72 72

50 27.55 50 72 72

50 33.86 50 72 72

50 2755 50 72 72
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9.798 0.5 38.24 0.5 6 6 9,798 100 0,71875 100 6 6 149 22.5 56,25 22.5 141.8

9.798 0.5 31.11 0.5 6 6 9,798 100 0.71875 100 6 6 149 22.5 56.25 22.5 141.8

9.798 0.5 38.24 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0.71875 100 6 6 149 22.5 56.25 22.5 141.8

9.798 0.5 31.11 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0,71575 100 6 6 149 22.5 68,75 22,5 129.3

9.798 0.5 38.24 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0.71875 100 6 6 149 22.5 68.75 22.5 129.3

9.798 0.5 31.11 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0.71875 ISO 6 6 149 22.5 68.75 22,5 129.3

9.798 0.5 38.24 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0.71875 lOG 6 6 149 22.5 68.75 22.5 129.3

9.798 0.5 31.11 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0.88542 100 6 6 149 22.5 56.25 22.5 141.8

9.798 0.5 38.24 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0.88542 100 6 6 149 22.5 56,25 22.5 141.8

9.798 0.5 31.11 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0.88542 100 6 6 149 22.5 56.25 22.5 141.8

9.798 0.5 38.24 0.5 6 6 9,798 100 0.88542 100 6 6 149 22.5 56.25 22.5 141.8

9.798 0.5 31,11 0.5 6 6 9.798 100 0.88542 100 6 6 149 22.5 68.75 22.5 129.3

9.798 0.5 35,24 0,5 6 6 9.798 100 0.88542 100 5 6 149 22.5 68.75 22.5 129.3
Q7QS rc 1 11 ( 07c4 10(1 (1RR4. 1(1(1 R7 )S 1Q'l

Figure 16b - Calculation Sheet I (cont.)

110 10 9 50 50 1164

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1164

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

110 10 9 50 50 1164

110 10 9 50 50 1/64

,/

,.

4/5 4/5 71.5 98.1

4/5 4/5 71.5 98.1

4/5 4/5 71.5 119.9

4/5 4/5 71.5 119.9

4/5 4/5 71.5 98.1

4/5 4/5 71.5 98.1

4/5 4/5 71.5 119.9

4/5 4/5 71.5 119.9

4/5 4/5 71.5 98.1

4/5 4/5 71.5 98.1

4/5 4/5 71,5 119.9

4/5 4/5 71.5 119.9

4/5 4/5 71.5 98.1

Figure 16c Calculation Sheet I (cont.)
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39,03 39,03 126 201 539 201 48 48 36 1 02 1 6 6 150 110 287 287 267 287

4192 45.92 126 201 439 201 48 48 3.8 1 0.2 1 6 6 110 170 312 312 312 312

41.16 41.16 126 201 539 201 48 48 3.8 1 0.2 I 6 6 110 110 278 278 276 276

36.77 36.77 126 201 439 201 48 48 38 1 0.2 1 6 6 150 110 340 340 340 340

36.37 3637 124 201 539 201 48 48 38 I 0.2 1 6 6 110 110 300 300 300 300

38,93 38.93 126 201 439 201 46 48 3.8 1 02 1 6 6 110 110 328 328 328 328

38.46 38,46 126 201 539 201 48 48 3.8 1 0.2 1 6 6 110 110 290 290 290 290

39,37 39,37 126 201 526 201 48 40 3.8 1 021 1 6 6 110 110 285 265 285 285

38.08 38.08 126 201 647 205 48 48 3.8 1 0.21 I 6 6 110 110 257 257 257 257

45,55 41.51 126 201 526 205 48 46 3.8 1 0.21 1 6 6 110 110 276 276 276 276

40,12 40,52 126 201 647 201 48 40 3.8 1 0,21 1 6 6 110 510 250 250 250 250

36.71 36,71 126 201 526 201 48 48 38 I 0.21 1 6 6 110 110 298 298 298 298

35.76 35.76 126 201 647 201 46 46 3.8 I 0.21 1 6 6 110 110 267 267 267 267

3881 38,61 126 201 526 201 48 40 3.8 1 0.21 1 6 6 110 110 288 288 288 288

Figure 17a - CaIcitation Sheet 2

1 06E-04 1,86E-04 2,98E-04 2.98E.04 2,98E-04 2,988-04 7.958+05 2.08E*05 2.67E+04 5,394.05 7,868+05 7.86E*05 1338-02 l,74E-02 2,72E.02 1,850-02 I 29E-02 1.29E-02

1,86E-04 1,86E-04 3,15E-04 3,154-04 3 15E-04 3 15E-04 8.548+55 2.248*05 2,71E*04 1,326*05 7,968+05 1,988*05 1328-02 l,73E-02 2,718.02 1,858-02 1 29E-02 1.294-02

l,86E-04 1,860-04 2,936-04 2,924-04 2,928-94 292E-04 9398+05 220E+05 2,878+04 5,406105 8,468+05 8468+05 1,32E-02 l,73E-02 2,696-02 1,838-02 I,28E-02 I,28E-02

1,86E-04 1 860-04 3,354-04 3,356.04 3,35E-04 3.358-04 7.498+05 l.96E+05 2 24E.04 1,09E'.OS 6,59E+05 6,598+05 1,34E-02 1,75E-02 2,80E-02 1,906-02 7,328-02 1,32E-02

1,86E-04 1868-94 3,078-04 3,078-04 307E-04 3,078-04 7.410*05 1,94E*05 2,42E*04 l.18E+05 7,SIE+05 7.118+05 1,34E-02 1.76E-02 2,76E-02 1,88E-02 1.318-02 l,31E-02

1.86E-04 1.868-04 3,26E-04 3260.04 3.268-04 3,264-04 7938+05 2088+05 2,438.04 1,19E'-05 7 17E+05 7,178+05 1 33E-02 1,754-02 2,76E-02 l.87E-02 1.308-02 1.308-02

5.868-04 1,86E-04 3.00E-04 3,008-04 3.008-04 3,00E-04 7.848+05 2.058+05 2,618.04 1.28E-'05 7,708*05 7,708+05 I,33E-02 1,738-02 2,738.02 5850-02 1298-02 7,298-02

l,86E-04 1,86E-04 2 97E-04 2.974-04 2.97E-04 2,97E-04 8.028+05 2,IOE+05 2,78E.04 1.32E05 7,96E+05 7.968*05 1.336-02 I,74E-02 2,69E-02 1.856-02 l,29E-02 1,29E-02

1,868.04 1,868-04 2 786-04 2708-04 2 78E-04 2,78E-04 7,768+05 2038*08 2,878*04 1,368+05 8,218*05 0.21E+05 1,338-02 I 75E-02 2,680-02 1.840-02 l,28E-02 1.28E-02

1.86E-04 1,868-04 291E-04 2,91E-04 2,918-04 2.918-04 8488+05 222E+05 2.998+04 5,428*05 8,574+05 6,578*05 1,32E-02 1,730-02 266E-02 1,83E-02 5.280-02 I,28E-02

1,868-04 1 86E-04 2.73E-04 2,736-04 2,73E-04 2,73E-04 8,17E+05 2,148+05 3,07E*04 1,46E+05 8.818+00 8,81E*05 I,33E-02 l,74E.02 2,65E-02 I 82E-02 5278-02 7.27E-02

1,86E-04 1.868-04 3,056-04 3,055-04 3 05E-04 3,05E-04 7.488+05 1,968*05 2,528*04 1.208+05 7,228+05 7,228+05 I.34E.02 l,76E-02 2.74E.02 1.878-02 1,30E-02 l,30E-02

Figure 17b - Calculation Sheet 2 (Cont.)

1.040*01 3,348-01 4,998-01 9.970-01 9.06E+00 l.00E+00

I 04E+01 3340-01 4,998-01 9 97E-01 0 06E+00 I .00E+00

1,048*01 3.34E-01 4,99E-0l 9978-01 9060+00 1.00E*00

1.040*01 3.34E-0l 4.098-01 9.970-01 9.06E+00 1.008+00

1 04E+01 3,34E-01 4.99E.01 9 97E-01 9068*00 l,00E+00

l.04E+01 3,34E-01 4,99E-0l 9.978-01 9.060+00 1,00E.00

I.04E+01 3.34E-0I 4,99E-0l 9.97E-01 9,060.00 7.00E+00

1 040+05 3,348-01 4,998-01 5.968-01 9,064.00 1.00E+00

1,048+01 3,34E-01 4.99E-01 9.968-01 9,068.00 1.00E.00

1.04E.01 334E-01 4.99E-0I 9960-01 9068+00 l.00E+00
l.04E.01 3.34E-01 4 998-01 9.968-05 9,06E.0O 1.008+00

I 04E+01 3.340-01 4.998-01 9 96E-01 9.068*00 1.004*00

1948*01 3.34E-0l 4.99E-0l 996E-01 9066.00 I,00E+00

2.298-01 5.50E-01 1.008+00 5.50E-0I 3.82E-0l 3,828.01

1.86E-01 4.478-01 1,006+00 4.478-05 3,518-01 3.11E-0l

2298-01 5,50E-0l 1,00E00 5,505-01 3,928-01 3,93E-01

l.86E.01 4,47E-01 l,08E+00 4,477-01 3,11E-0l 3,I1E-01

2,29E-01 5.508-01 1,008+00 5.5010-01 3,82E-01 3,82E-01

1,86E-01 4,47E-01 5,004+00 4,470-01 3,518-01 3,IIE-0I

2 298-01 5,50E-8l I .008*00 5,500-01 3,828-01 3,825-01

2.30E-01 5,514.01 1.008*00 5,5115-01 3.638-01 3,83E-01

2,828.01 6,77E-0l 1.00E+00 6,778-01 4.798-01 4,70E-01

2.30E-0l 5 578-01 1 005+50 55111-05 3,83E-0I 3,83E-01

2.82E-01 6778-01 1.00E+00 6,770-01 4,708-01 4,70E-01

2.308-05 5,51E-0l 1,00E.00 5 51E'-Ol 3,630-01 3,83E-01

2 82E-01 0,77E-01 1,00E+00 6 778.01 4,706-01 4,70E-01

5730-01 2207-01 0000+00 4.27E-01 1,367+00
3,790-01 1,458-01 7.998*00 2,63E-01 9,03E.0l

0,73E-OI 2,198-05 7,92E*00 4,268-01 1,36E*00

3,796-01 l,46E-0l 9,94E+00 2,858-01 9.018-05

5,734.01 2,21E-01 9,82E*00 4,29E.01 I 36E+00

3.79E.01 I,46E.0I 9,81E+00 2,84E-0l 9,OIE.01

0,73E-01 2,208.01 9708+00 4,28E-01 I 36E*00

5.76E-0l 2.21E.0I 7,74E+00 4,298-01 1,37E+00

8,69E-0l 3,34E.01 7,704+00 6,47E.0l 2.07E+00

5,75E-01 2,20E-01 7,66E*00 4,288.01 I,37E+00

8.694-01 3,336-01 7,638+60 6,406-05 2,07E*00

5,76E-0l 2,228-01 9488+00 4,31E-01 1,37E+00
8,70E.0l 3,368.01 9,426*00 6,498-01 2.078*00

Figure 17c Calculation Sheet 2 (Cont.)
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4 2E-03 E I - 7 10- 3 4 0-04 9890*00 3 93E 03 3 30E 06 0241 0 068 0059 0 1 322 14148 00014
440-03 2476 SE 2 E- 210-02 12 0-03 1070+01 3130*03 330E 06 0241 0068 0061 00 4 322 141 8 000153

4920-03 1 8800 906E02 2 E- 950-03 5 004 790 00 3 13E+03 3300+06 0241 9968 0060 0052 322 16328 007

716003 2 74E-03 0 66E-02 42 6-03 3 6-02 1 46E-03 0 060+01 3 130+03 3 30E+06 0241 0068 0 061 0050 322 16328 000154
3 79E 03 9 46E-03 8510-92 2 090-03 61003 70 E-04 1 17E 01 3 130 03 330E+06 0242 0068 0059 0050 322 13523 0 00147
5 60E-03 2 16E-03 8456-02 3256-03 1 030-02 1100-03 1 26E 0 3 13E+03 3300+06 0241 0068 0060 0053 322 3023 000152
4 24E-03 1 63E-03 9490-02 2 380-03 7540-03 076-04 0 0 3 130 03 3300 06 0241 0068 0059 0051 322 15703 000 48
625E-03 2400-03 9406-02 3680-03 1170-02 1 25E-03 2 0+0 3130+03 33 0 06 0241 00 8 0061 0054 322 15703 000153

58E-03 2 530-03 7880-02 3898-03 1240.02 1 33E-03 10 E 01 3130+03 3306*06 0241 00 8 0061 0 054 322 14 48 000153
93 0 3 3580-03 7486-02 5 69E-03 1820-02 1 94E-03 1 96+01 3130+03 3300*06 0241 0068 0062 0006 322 14148 096157
7320-03 800-03 8720-02 4360-93 1400-92 1490.03 1040 01 3130+03 3300 56 241 00 8 0087 0055 322 56328 0 155
1030-02 9 6-53 8260-92 6360-93 2 04E-02 2180-03 1780+01 3136 03 3300+06 024 00 8 0062 057 322 16328 000158
57 0- 3 2210 3 8330 2 3340-03 1066-02 1130.03 1220+01 313603 3300 06 0241 0068 0060 0053 322 53523 000552
8216-03 7003 O1E-02 4970-03 1586-02 1 69E 03 1360+01 3130+03 3300+96 0241 0068 0002 0055 322 13523 0 0556

Figure 17d - Calculation Sheet 2 (Cont.)

607 2135 2535 10 3235 7 0692 00189 1 4 4 47 1 0-0 01 77
7 4 769 76 110 2869 19 0694 00184 17 1 0 1/4 4 34 2 47 7 0- 4 078
6 1 2023 2 23 10 3123 211 0693 00188 1 786E-0 2 7 9 2 1/64 248 28 2 2 3 4 1710- 4 1 077 84
774 1678 79 110 2778 194 0694 00183 18246-03 30338 56566 250 1(64 248 0234 25 335 1710- 9 436 078 7

562 2304 2304 110 34 4 225 0692 00192 1565003 24685 81025 306 1/64 247 0288 307 422 1710-09 559 077 885
684 1898 7698 110 2998 205 0693 00986 16140-03 30338 63905 269 1764 24 5234 26 364 1710- 9 45 077 824
595 2777 2177 10 3277 219 0692 00190 16580-93 24605 76479 295 5(64 247 0288 29 405 1710- 506 077 864
723 1796 179 170 2 6 200 5694 00184 7060-63 30338 60467 260 1(64 248 0234 260 350 1716 4 9 077 810
742 1750 1750 110 28 0 1 6 0694 00184 1737003 29598 60870 258 1/64 248 0240 259 346 1710-00 8 078 80
882 9473 1473 170 2573 94 0695 00090 17440-93 36376 49344 233 9/64 248 0195 233 367 1710-0 403 078 767
782 1961 169 110 27 1 1 3 0694 0582 1 830E-03 29598 57790 251 1/64 248 0240 251 334 1716-09 440 078 79
929 1399 1399 10 2499 160 069 0017 18330-03 36376 46932 227 9/64 248 0195 227 297 71E-09 396 078 757
692 5876 1876 110 2976 204 069 0018 16210-03 258 65224 269 1/64 248 0240 269 363 1 71E-09 467 077 82
828 1569 1568 150 2668 188 0 95 0018 6 10-03 3 376 52440 241 1/64 248 0195 241 319 1716-00 412 078 779

Figure 17e Calculation Sheet 2 (Cont.)

750564,0+ C++torv LOSS

/1 Vievs Cku58ior, /d/ Several
/ /9

/ Calcula5on

Aulosvati+ Manual Salt Nvns (F9)

Autonsatic evcept tables
CalcShersS

5245 8.692 0.0189

0.247 0/94 0.0784

0.24y o Iteration 0693 08189

Maximum change,

7245

3265 WorkSaok 0006+6 0492 5.5590

s' Update Leroote relemeroses + Save euloroal irrrk values :4
0240 bre000ro an displayed Accept labels irs forrosulas 0.695 04190
2.240

0964 dale nyatens
0614 00162

2247 0896 00579
0,247 0,094 00585
2,241 0696 0.0181

2247 0,694 0084
0,241 0 690 0,0(80
7,249 0095 0.0181

7241 OIl Cancel 0696 0,0078

0,241 0695 00080
7.240 +068 0063 0,050 302 56228 00009 100 29.6 129.6 110 0356 0(5 6,696 0.0077

Figure 18 - MS Excel Iterative Calculations
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4.3.6 Comparison to Published Data

General Atomics has published data with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in

applying for licensing [11]. The data developed in the one-dimensional model described

above achieves similar results, as shown in Table 2. Even though the air velocity in the

riser is slightly higher than that published, it is within 10% and considered sufficient for

the remainder of this work.

Quoted from GA Predicted by model

Velocity Riser 11 m/ Sec 12.2 rn/sec

Max Riser Air Temp 300-400 F 322 F

Max outer wall Temp N/A 397 F

Vessel Max Temp N/A 500 F

Table 2- Comparison of GA and Modeled Data

There are several possible causes for the differences that do exist, including the

method used in calculating wetted perimeter, the estimated values of relative roughness,

the estimated values of emissivity, and other assumptions listed above. Additionally, the

selection of elapsed time after a casualty can significantly affect the calculated values.

4.4 POPULATE DEsiGN MATRicEs

Once models are developed that characterize the system, the design matrices,

developed in section 4.2 and shown in Figure 13, can be populated with actual values

using equations (3.1) and (3.2). Unfortunately, due to the nature of thermal-fluid

systems, the required partial derivatives are not easily carried out. In order to populate

the design matrices, adequate surrogate models must first be developed. In this study, a

sequential DOE and response surface modeling method is adopted and quadratic

surrogate models are built due to their better accuracy in predicting non-linear system
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behavior. The process used to develop surrogate models and populate the design

matrices is outlined in Figure 19.

Determine FR's and
DP's for system

Develop system
model

Perform DOE to
determine FR's

Create 2k-m partial factorial DOE where k is number
of DP's and m is number of size reductions

Analyze DOE and determine p most
significant factors in design

Create Response Surface DOE, for p
significant DP's from previous step

Analyze DOE and create 2 order model
using a response surface method

Take partial derivatives of 2nd order
model and populate design matrix

Normalize design matrix using FR
and DP ranges

Figure 19 - Sequential DOE and response surface modeling process for
quadratic surrogate model development
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4.4.1 Surrogate model development

As a first step, a 2-level statistics based DOE is performed to determine which

variables are significant. The results are presented in Figure 20 by the order of

significance for each factor. The experiment was only analyzed for significance of 1st

order terms. The most significant terms overall were carried into the 2nd DOE test. The

terms carried forward were Wr, Hr, D1, nr, Z, and and L, showed very low or no

significance in all cases, indicating that they are not key design variables.

Statistically Significant Variables

a)

a
A

Q)

a)
WA

.2
a)

-W
(I)

Cl)

a)ci

> W
EcW

>< >E
ci Q> H <

caE
HH-

Wriser Wriser Hriser Wriser Wriser Wriser nRisers
Driser Driser Zin Driser nRisers Driser Driser
riRisers nRisers nRisers nRisers Driser nRisers Wriser
Am Aout Wriser Hriser Hriser Hriser Hriser
Hriser Hriser Aout Zin Zin Zin Zin
Zin Zin Driser Aout Aout Aout Aout
Aout Am Am Am Am Am Am

Lin Lin Lin Lin Lin Lin Lin

Extremely statistically significant (t> 10)
Statistically significant (2<t<1 0)
Not statistically significant (p>0.05)

Figure 20 - 2 factor DOE Results

Following the 2-level DOE test, a more detailed DOE is performed on the

remaining variables. For the purpose of this study, a Box-Behn ken design was selected,

due to software constraints in Minitab for performing a seven factor DOE. Minitab is

used to analyze the data, and any terms with significance p<0.05 are kept in the

quadratic model.
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Model Coefficients

x

x a 0
E

o
ci) .

0
ci)

0
> H H H -J

Constant 0.08956 -23.48 2111 2535 2346 49
D -0.007468 3.812 -92.99 -122.7 -109.3 0

H 0.0001959 -0.7466 4.854 6.427 4.967 -1

W -0.04307 46.2 -728.4 -806.5 -615.4 0

n -0.000255 0.1027 -2.864 -3.966 -3.371 0

Zin -0.0005979 0.1768 -2.066 -1.521 -1.805 0

Lin 0 0 0 0 0 1

Aout 0.0004754 -0.03008 -0.8885 -0.9345 -0.9379 0
DA2 0.00008463 -0.0681 1.74 2.315 2.169 0

H"2 0.000002166 0.001108 0 0 0 0
WA2 0.005084 -7.126 91.63 101.6 76.1 0
nA2 9.192E-08 -0.00003711 0.001687 0.002569 0.002544 0

Zin"2 0 -0.0002189 0.001872 0 0.002474 0

Lin"2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Aout"2 0.000005912 -0.001007 0.004215 0.006882 0.004592 0
D*H -0.00003 0.01479 -0.1175 -0.14 -0.12 0
D*W 0.004313 -1.388 14.82 18.12 14.38 0
D*n 0.00001926 -0.005133 0.06041 0.0899 0.06849 0
D*Zin 0.00002179 -0.002012 0.03838 0.0344 0.0344 0
D*Lin 0 0 0 0 0 0
D*Aout -0.00005938 0.007922 0 0 0 0
H*W -0.0002 0.09596 -0.9292 -1 -0.9 0
H*n -8.904E-07 0.0004778 -0.003608 -0.004795 -0.00411 0
H*Zin 0 0 0 -0.005505 0 0
H*Lin 0 0 0 0 0 0
H*Aout 0.00000325 -0.000903 0 0 0 0
W*n 0.000137 -0.04519 0.4674 0.5351 0.3639 0
W*Zin 0.0001548 0 0.2842 0.2867 0.2867 0
W*Lin 0 0 0 0 0 0
W*Aout -0.0004219 0.07306 0 -0.2344 0 0
n*Zin 6.284E-07 -0.00007899 0.001145 0.001571 0 0
n*Lin 0 0 0 0 0 0
n*Aout -0.000001819 0.000218 0 0 0 0
Zin*Lin 0 0 0 0 0 0
Zin*Aout 0 0.000148 0 0 0 0
Lin*Aout 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 21 - 3 factor DOE Results

Figure 21 presents the results for the 2 DOE that was performed. The DOE was

performed in two steps. First, it was run with all terms to determine which terms are

significant. Those that were not significant (p>O.05) were not included in the 2nd analysis,

giving the results shown above, which are quadratic model coefficients.
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Once the DOE results are analyzed using response surface methods, surrogate

models can be developed for the various performance parameters. Equation (4.24) is an

example of the surrogate model developed for maximum riser wall temperature.

Equations for the remainder of the system are included as Appendix A.

Trisermax 25351 2270r + 6.427Hr 806.5 Wr 3966r 3.966Z1 0.9345A0t

+ 2.31 5Dr2 + 101 .6Wr2 + 0.002569nr2 + 0.006882A0t2 O.l4ODrHr + 18.1 2DrWr (4.24)

+ O.OS99Drflr + 0.O344DrZin 1 .00HrWr O.0O479SHrflr O.00SSO5HrZin
+ O.S3SlWrflr + O.2867WrZin 0.2344 WrAout + 0.001 S7lflrZin

4.4.2 Validation of surro gate models

Looking at equation 4.24, it becomes obvious that the terms do not have a

physical basis, but are just an approximation for the system. Validation of the

assumptions used in creating these equations and the accuracy of the model predictions

come from a normal residual plot and residual vs. fitted value plot.
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Figure 22 - Residual Normal Plot - Triser,max
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Figure 23 - Residuals vs. Fitted Values for Triser,max

As seen in Figure 22 the residuals are normally distributed, indicating that

response surface methods should work well. Also, from Figure 23 we see that the

surrogate model has a good ability to predict, with the largest error less than 1°F

(<0.5%). The same validations exist with the other surrogate models and are shown in

Appendix A.

Based on the validation tests, the following variables are selected:

Vanable Description UNIT Current Value

Tair exit Maximum air temperature (riser exit) EF 260

Trxmax Maximum reactor vessel temperature EF 317

tPo Outlet pressure drop psi 0.0211

Vair Air velocity at riser exit ft/sec 40.0

z-z0 delta Z between inlet and outlet ft 71.5

Twaii,max Maximum riser wall temperature EF 425

L0 Outlet length of cooling system ft 135.5

Table 3 - Selected Performance Parameters
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Variable Description UNIT Design Range

Wr Riser width in 1.8-2.2

Dr Riserdepth in 9-11

n1 Number of risers - 262-322

Hr Riser height ft 56-69

Z Inlet delta z ft 98-120

A0 Outlet flow area ft2 72-88

L Inlet length FT 134-164

Table 4 - Selected Design Parameters

4.43 Using design axioms to populate matrices

Using the surrogate models developed in section 4.4.1 and equation (3.1), the

design matrix for Level 3.2.2 and master matrix can be populated with numerical values.

Since the surrogate models are all quadratic, the process for taking partial derivatives is

trivial. The resulting design matrix is:

FR3221 -0.805 -0.543 -0.496 0.185 -0.156 -0.066 0 DP3221

FR3222 -0.418 -0.509 -0.518 0.117 -0.092 -0.040 0 OP3222

FR3223 2.971 2.023 1.855 -0.717 0.590 -1.319 0 DP3223

FR3224 = 0.123 -0.121 -0.160 -0.314 0.266 0.115 0 OP3224

FR3225 0 0 0 0.833 -1.453 0 0 DP3225

FR3226 -0.723 -0.607 -0.586 0.206 -0.171 -0.078 0 DP3226

FR3227 0 0 0 0 -1.652 0 2.258 DP3227

(Level 3.2.2)

A cursory look at the populated design matrix shows that this is neither a

diagonal nor triangular matrix. A closer look reveals that the elements to the right of the

diagonal are the same order of magnitude of smaller than the corresponding diagonal

element, which indicates that it may be possible to make the matrix more triangular by

adjusting the values of the design parameters.
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This gives the master design matrix in Figure 24. Cells which are considered

"problem" cells have been highlighted. These are cells which are preventing the system

from being decoupled. It is noted that even though the outlet area values for air exit

temperature and maximum reactor temperature are not zero, they are much smaller than

their corresponding diagonal element and are approximately zero.

DP3: Reactor cavity cooling system
DP3.2

DP3.1 DP3.2.2

CU

'6
Ca
C

U)

0 a)
'6-2

Ca CU
>
Ca

.0
0

Ca a) 2
0

.5
Ca
Ca

-2 a)

Ca

Co

.0
Ca

N
Ca-c C

0
>
a)
'6

a)
.?

'6
-

a)
'6 .9)

a) -
a)

CO

< C
a)

.- .0 0 -J0
c a)

Ca
a)
39

E
o '6 5

u-o 0 o o z
.

5 0
Allow operation when inlets or outlets are
partially blocked

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

u. Insensitive to wind direction
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Work without outside power

2'
0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Maximum Fuel temperature < 14500
a)

0 X 0 0 -0.805 -0.543 -0.496 0.1849 -0.156 -0066 0.5 Air exit temperature
0
0
0. 0 X 0 0 -0.418 -0.509 -0.518 0.1 166 -0.092 -0.04 0
E Maximum Reactor Temperature

C
C 0 X 0 0 2.9715 2.0232 1.8545 -0.717 0.5904 -1.319 0

39 Outlet pressure drop_______________
Air velocity in riser

0 X 0 0 0.123 -0.121 -0.16 -0.314 0,266 0.1149 0

U-

U- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8333 -1,453 0 0
Delta z between inlet and outlet

0 X 0 0 -0.723 -0.607 -0.586 0.2061 -0.171 -0.078 0
Maximum riser wall temperature

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.652 0 2.2576

- - Outlet Length

Figure 24 - Populated RCCS Master Matrix

The calculation of the partial derivatives was automated using Microsoft Excel.

As an example, the calculation of Riser Temperature is shown in Figure 25. A square

matrix is created, where the cell value is the coefficient corresponding to the two
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parameters shown. The coefficients on the diagonal are doubled. For example, the cell

circled, is the intersection of D and W and has a value of 18.12. In evaluating Triser, one

term of the equation is 18.12*D*W. The bottom row (sums) is the sum of the product of

that column times the design parameter values (not shown). Adding all of these sums

together, and dividing by 2 gives the value at that set of design parameters. To find the

partial derivative (far right columns) a simple matrix multiplication is required. The row is

multiplied by the design parameter column (not shown) using the Excel function MMULT.

Matrix Coefficients

Triser,max = 3084015
Const W D H Zin Aout Lin nR

Const 5070 -806.5 -1227 6427 -1.521 -0.9345 0 -3.966
W -806.5 203.2 18.1 -1 0.2867 -0.2344 0 0.5351
D -122.7 18.12 . -0.14 0.0344 0 0 0.0899
H 6.427 -1 -0.14 0 -0.005505 0 0 -0.004795
Zin -1.521 0.2867 0.0344 -0.005505 0 0 0 0.001571
Aout -0.9345 -0.2344 0 0 0 0.013764 0 0

Un 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
nR -3.966 0.5351 0.0899 -0.004795 0.001571 0 0 0,005138
sums 607.739 -109.8658 -92.626 30.6393 -26.13424 -12.0872 0 -89.263524

Figure 25 - Calculation of partial derivativess

4.5 RIS ANALYSIS

Partial Derivatives

dTriser, man
dW -109.8658
dD -18.5252
dH 1.02131

dZin -0.475168
dAout -0.30218

dLin 0

driR -0.611394

Once the design matrix is populated with actual values, values for R and S can

be calculated. First the design matrix needs to be organized so it most closely resembles

a decoupled, or triangular, matrix. Once the design matrix is in the best possible

arrangement, R and S can be evaluated.

4.5.1 Arranging the design matrices

Unfortunately, no automated tool exists for creating the best arrangement of a

design matrix. They can be arranged manually by switching either rows or columns.

Before arranging the design matrix, it needs to be normalized so that the arrangement



occurs with cells of similar magnitude. Equation (3.2) can be used for the normalization.

Many of the improvements can be achieved through some simple rules of thumb.

a) Highlight the diagonal, so it is visually obvious

b) Attempt to put the largest element for each FR (row) on the diagonal

c) Attempt to put all zeros (0) to the right/above the diagonal elements

d) If numbers other than zero must be right/above the diagonal, attempt to
arrange the cells so the number is smaller than the diagonal in its row.

Once the arrangement of the design matrix is visually as close to a decoupled

matrix as possible, further improvements can be made by comparing the values of R and

S from competing arrangements to each other. The process is iterative, and for a highly

coupled design, can be very time intensive.

4.5.2 Calculation of R and S

The calculation of R and S was also automated using a Microsoft Excel

spreadsheet. The design matrix was automatically loaded using the values calculated in

section 4.4.3, and a sample is shown in Figure 26. As shown, a matrix [A] is developed

using the partial derivatives calculated previously. The a matrix [B] is calculated using

the normalization described above. These matrices are then arranged using the

techniques described above. The diagonal is highlighted in matrix [B]. For the most part,

the cells to the right of the diagonal element are smaller than the diagonal element. At

the bottom of the spreadsheet various intermediate calculations are made, which are

used in the calculation of R and S.
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"A" Matrix 292 2 10 60 110 80 150

nR W D H Zin Aout Lin

Tair,exit -0.430422 -101.6892 -13.73848 0.767064 -0.36762 -0.2141 0

Trx,max -0.719204 -83.4042 -20.57692 0.76688 -0.34332 -0.20318 0

Az 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0

Pout 0.000135 0.031676 0.004321 -0.00025018 0.0001131 -0.0003524 0

Triser,max -0.611394 -109.8658 -18.5252 1.02131 -0.475168 -0.30218 0

Vriser -0.023263 2.22292 -0.524996 -0.2065424 0.0972969 0.059896 0

Lout 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1

"B" Matrix = "A" * OP I FR
W D nR H Zin Aout Lin

Tair,exit -0.791 -0.535 -0.489 0.179 -0.157 0 0

Trx,max -0.408 -0.503 -0.514 0.113 -0.092 -0.040 0

Pout 2.932 2.000 1.831 -0.695 0.576 -1.305 0

Vriser 0.109 -0.129 -0.167 -0.305 0.263 0.118 0

Dz 0 0 0 0.839 -1.538 0 0

Triser,max -0.712 -0.601 -0.579 0.199 -0.169 -0.078 0

Lout 0 0 0 0 -1.667 0 2.273

IAiiI 0.791474 0.503279 1.8308436 0.30486398 1.5384615 0.07838612 2.2727273
column rss 3.148185 2.21739 2.0537957 1.167941404 2.3680256 1.31495725 2.2727273

IAiiI/rss 0.251406 0.226969 0.8914439 0.261026776 0.6496811 0.05961116 1

"R" Calculations
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ak,i*Ak,i+1 47.70866 20.71237 2.1949372 3.398892537 0.4801895 0
(Ak,i)A2 9.911069 4.916819 4.218077 1.364087124 5.6075454 1.72911257 5.16528931I(*) 0.144838 0.036179 0.7864639 0.74542117 0.9749235 1

Figure 26 - R and S Calculations

Applying the R and S equations (3.3 and 3.4) results in the following:

R S

0.002896 0.000498

Table 5 - Current Design R&S Results

4.5.3 Discussion of preoptimized design

As seen in the design matrix (Figure 24) and the results of the RIS analysis

(Table 5), this part of the system has a fairly high degree of coupling at the parametric

level. The design matrix shows coupling through the examination of the off diagonal

elements. As a reminder, in an ideal (uncoupled) system R and S are each equal to 1
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and in a good (decoupled) system they are equal to each other, but not equal to 1. Also,

the closer the values are to 1, the better the system is. In the case of this system, R and

S are not equal indicating that the system is coupled. Also, since they are not close to I

at all, the system is highly influenced by the off-diagonal elements.

While this is not ideal it does not come as a surprise, since the equations defining

such a thermal/fluid system are somewhat coupled to start with. As mentioned

previously, the remainder of the system is a good decoupled design. Outside of level

3.2.2, the matrix in Figure 24 shows no elements above the diagonal with influence on

the system.

4.6 OPTIMIZATION

Even though the major pieces and subsystems of the RCCS are highly

decoupled, it would be good to further improve the system by reducing the coupling

within actual cooling portion of the system. Different methods could be used to do this,

including trial-and-error, optimization, and others. Trial and error can work very well for

some types of problems, but it is difficult to tell, especially with a complex system, if you

have the "best" solution. Since design optimization is an analytical method which

attempts to find the "best" solution, it will be used to find a solution.

4.6.1 Development of optimization spreadsheet

To determine an optimized set of design parameters (DP*), an optimization

routine is developed in Microsoft Excel. The automated routines developed for

populating the design matrices (section 4.4.3) and calculating R and S (section 4.5.2)

are used as the base for the optimization routine. The objective function [equation (3.7)]

and equality constraints [equation (3.8)] are added, resulting in the spreadsheet shown

in Figure 27.



r Objective Function
Minimize (R+S)/RS

f= 2279

Optimization Variables
Minimum Maximum Var Actual

1.8 2.2 W 2

9 11 D 10

56.25 68.75 H 60
98.1 119.9 Zin 110
72 88 Aout 80

134.1 163.9 Lin 150
262 322 nR 292

R= 0.002995
S = 0.000514
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Inequality Constraints (gi<=O)
gi -0.2 W Minimum
g2 -1.0 D Minimum
g3 -3.8 H Minimum
g4 -11.9 Zin Minimum
g5 -8.0 Aout Minimum
g6 -15.9 Lin Minimum
g7 -30.0 nR Minimum
g8 -0.2 W Maximum
g9 -1.0 D Maximum

gb -8.8 H Maximum
gil -9.9 Ziri Maximum
g12 -8.0 Aout Maximum
g13 -13.9 Lin Maximum

g14 -30.0 nR Maximum

W D

Design Matrix
nR H Zin Aout Lin

Tair,exit -0.791 -0.535 -0.489 0.179 -0.157 -0.067 0

Trx,max -0.408 -0.503 -0.514 0.113 -0.092 -0.040 0
Pout 2.932 2.000 1.831 -0.695 0.576 -1.305 0

Vriser 0.109 -0.129 -0.167 -0.305 0.263 0.118 0

Dz 0 0 0 0.839 -1.538 0 0

Triser,max -0.712 -0.601 -0.579 0.199 -0.169 -0.078 0

Lout 0 0 0 0 -1.667 0 2.273

Figure 27 - Optimization Spreadsheet

The optimization model described above was put into Excel, and the Excel Add-

In "Solver Add-In" was used to find a solution to the optimization problem. To start with,

the initial conditions were the current values for the design parameters. Further runs

used initial conditions at various extreme values to ensure that a global minimum was

found. The ensure a robust and efficient solution, the settings in Figure 28 were used for

all runs. With these settings, a typical run takes less than one second to execute.
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uir itiwi

Max 'flme IlL econdc OK

Iterations: 100 Cancel

Precision: I00000c'i Load Model,.

Tolerance:
I

5ave Model..,

Convergence: Iooijoi Help

Assijrne Linear Model Use Automatic Scaling

Assume Non-Netive Show Iteration Results

Estimates Derivatives Search

Tangent Forward Newton

Qjadratic Central Conjugate

Figure 28 - Excel Solver Settings

4.6.2 Results of optimization

When the optimization procedure is performed on the RCCS, a new set of

optimized design parameters and a new design matrix are developed. A comparison of

the design parameters is contained in Table 6.

Units Current (x) Improved (x*)

Riser Width inches 2 2.12

Riser Depth inches 10 10.55

Riser Height feet 62.5 56.25

lnletdeltaz feet 109 103.9

Outlet Area ft2 80 72

Inlet Length feet 149 163.9

Number of Risers 292 287

Table 6 - Pre- and Post-optimization design parameters
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This leads to a new optimized design matrix for level 3.2.2. and a new master

matrix (Figure 29). Examining this new design matrix shows that it is still a coupled

design, although upon close examination there are a number of significant changes.

DP3 Reactor cavity cooling system
DP3.2

DP3.1 DP3.2.2

Cl)

CO
C = 9)

0 Co 0
=
C

.;;
>

0
r

Co C

Co

Co

Co

C)

2>

Co X Co
CO
0. I Co

N> Co
-o - 0

r
. 9

4:

Co 0
Co

.2
Co

I <CoC
-J

Co Co
o
u o

o
o

o
o

Co

2
(9

z . o '2

Allow operation when inlets or outlets are
partially blocked

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Co

Insensitive to wind direction
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

> 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Work without outside powerCo
9)

0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Maximum Fuel temperature < 1450C

Co

0)
0 X 0 0 -0.625 -0.437 -0.412 0.1401 -0.145 -0.083 0

Air exit temperature
-o

0 X 0 0 -0,307 -0.441 -0.469 0.0869 -0.084

-
-0.051 0

E Maximum Reactor Temperature

C
0 X 0 0 2.5374 1.7688 1.599 -0.584 0.4631 -1,217 0

e Outlet pressure drop

Co

C-i

Air velocity in riser
0 X 0 0 -0.054 -0.225 -0.247 -0.267 0.2545 0.1633 0

u_ -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7617 -1 407 0 0

Delta z between inlet and outlet

iJ X 0 0 -0.534 -0.499 -0.501 0.1685 -0.145 -0.108 0
Maximum riser wall temperature

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.208 0 1.9058
Outlet Length

Figure 29 - Optimized Master Matrix

4.6.3 Comparison of original and optimized design

The goal of the optimization is to bring the current RCCS design matrix in Figure

24 as close as possible to a decoupled DM in the given design space. In the optimized

design matrix, it is noticed that all of the above diagonal elements except one have

decreased considerably (see Table 7). This shows that these elements have been
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brought closer to zero through the optimization. The elements below the diagonal have

decreased in value as well, showing that the objective function is attempting to create an

uncoupled matrix. As a result of the optimization, the improved design has a less

coupled design matrix, and is much closer to a decoupled, or better, design.

Element Above
the Diagonal Pre-optimized Optimized

Decrease in
Coupling (%)

Al2 -0.543 -0.437 19.52

A1,3 -0.498 -0.412 17.2

A14 0.1549 0.1401 9.55

A15 -0.158 -0.145 8.23

A23 -0.518 -0.469 9.5

A2,4 0.1166 0.0869 25.47

A2,5 -0.092 -0.084 8.7

A34 -0.717 -0.584 18.55

A35 0.5904 0.4631 21.56

A3,6 -1.319 -1.217 7.73

A45 0.266 0.2545 4.32

A4,6 0.1149 0.1633 -42.12

Table 7 - Improvement in Functional Independence

The only one that has an increased in coupling may be the price that is paid to

decrease the others. From a physical point of view, the Outlet Area now has a larger

affect on the Air velocity in the riser due to changes than the other design parameters.

Table 8 has a comparison of values of R, S and the objective function for the

original and improved designs. As seen, the objective function has decreased

significantly, which was brought on by a significant increase in both R and S.
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Leve1332 R+S R S

Preoptimized 2353 0.002896 0.000498

Optimized 1521 0.004443 0.000771

Table 8 - Comparison of R, 5, and objective function values

4.7 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

4.7.1 Conceptual level design matrices

The qualitative design matrices developed for the high level, abstract portions of

the RCCS, show that the overall system is well designed and is functionally independent

at a conceptual level. The individual decompositions at levels 3, 3.1, and 3.2 all show

uncoupled design matrices. When combined into a master design matrix for the entire

system, some additional interactions between FR5 and DPs are shown, but the system

is still a decoupled, or good, system.

4.7.2 Parametric level design matrices

Once the system models are developed and the quantitative design matrices are

populated at a parametric level, an evaluation of the systems functional independence

can be made. With the RCCS, the system has a high degree of functional coupling, due

largely to the nature of thermal-fluid systems. In particular, the system exhibits coupling

with the air temperature at the riser exit, the maximum riser wall temperature, the outlet

pressure drop, and air velocity within the risers. It makes sense that these exhibit

functional coupling, since as riser wall temperature increases, the heat transfer to air

within the riser will increase, leading to higher air temperature, air velocity, and pressure

drop. The issue with this coupling is that if a change in one performance parameter is

required, such as riser wall temperature needs to be decrease by 1OEF, there is not a
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single design variable that can be changed to achieve that. Instead a number of design

variables will be changed, and then other performance parameters will be changed by it.

To accomplish a change in a single performance parameter, without affected others, will

require extensive work. Likewise, if a system design variable changes over time, a

number of performance parameters will change with it, and identifying the source and

correcting the problem could be difficult.

4.7.3 Optimized design

The design suggested by the optimization routine has significantly better

functional independence, as measured by R and S, than the original system design has.

The only exception is the effect of outlet area on air velocity, which has an increased

level of coupling, as noted in section 4.6.3.

The parameters leading to the largest changes in coupling are riser height, inlet

delta Z, riser depth, and number of risers. The decrease in riser height and inlet delta Z

led to reduced coupling with outlet pressure drop. This makes physical sense, because

the system is shorter, it will have smaller overall pressure drops. The decrease in

number of risers and increase in riser depth leads to less coupling on the outlet air

temperature. Likewise the decrease in riser height led to reduced coupling with reactor

temperature.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

According to Axiomatic Design principles, the current Reactor Cavity Cooling

System is a relatively well designed system. Because the original design is simple and

modular, it meets the goals of functional independence (Axiom 1) at a conceptual level.

Looking at the subsystems within the RCCS, there is little improvement that Axiomatic

Design could recommend at the conceptual level.

At a parametric level, the design is naturally coupled due to characteristics of

thermal-fluid systems. Even though parts of the system are naturally coupled, it is

possible to reduce the degree of coupling through an integrated use of several different

design tools. First, DOE was used to develop numerically simpler, but comparable

surrogate models of the system. Next, an optimization model was developed in Excel,

which attempts to minimize the degree of coupling through the evaluation of R&S values.

It was shown that even though the system is still coupled, the degree of coupling for the

overall system (measured through R&S) was significantly reduced through the

optimization procedure.

From the perspective of axiomatic design, the above results imply that the

changed system is better than the original system. Most importantly, the system is less

sensitive to variations that could occur. These could include manufacturing errors,

environmental conditions, maintenance changes, site-to-site variations, and material

changes with time. Comparatively speaking, a system with less susceptibility to

variations is an inherently safer system, has more robust performance, and results in

lower cost..
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5.1 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

This work contributes to the knowledge base of engineering design and related

areas in the following aspects:

a) A number of new techniques for applying Axiomatic Design Theory to real

product design, at both the functional and parametric levels, have been

pursued.

b) A new approach to enhance system robustness using R and S is

demonstrated.

c) The concept of modularity has been explored and quantified through the

"functional independence" in Axiomatic Design Theory.

d) The surrogate modeling approach demonstrates a way that the designer

can develop a simplified, yet statistically accurate system model, that can

be used in the Axiomatic Design processes of design matrix population

and RIS analysis.

52 CONTRIBUTION TO DESIGN PRACTICE

This work contributes to design practice in the following aspects:

a) A new method has been developed, which can be utilized by designers in

the evaluation and improvement of large, mechanical system designs.

b) A process of decomposition and mapping is demonstrated that a designer

can apply to any system.

c) A surrogate modeling technique method for system model development

and design matrix population is demonstrated.

d) An optimization routine for developing system improvements based on

axiomatic design is developed and demonstrated.
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e) The entire process demonstrates a strategy to systematically use

computer supported problem formulation at early design stages, rather

than just heuristics based approaches.

By following this process, a designer can develop a system that demonstrates

more functional independence than would be achieved through just heuristics based

approaches. The improvements suggested by the optimization routines, lead to

improved function independence for the entire system, which in turn can lead to higher

reliability, reduced development cost, and ultimately higher profitability.

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

Further improvements to the surrogate models and optimization model could by

made by:

improvements in the quality of the 1-d models described and used for this study

inclusion of fuel and concrete temperatures in the models

basing the surrogate models off of the more accurate Sinda/Fluint or CFD

models

increasing the range of the DOE variables beyond V1O% of nominal

trying different arrangements for the rows and columns within the design matrix

developing an automated approach to arranging the rows and columns

If some of these improvements are pursued, it is probable that a new set of

recommended design parameters would be developed by the optimization model that

would reduce the coupling even further, and thus lead to a further improvement in the

system.

With additional investigations, the proposed approach could be applied to an

entire nuclear reactor system design. Another interesting area of study could be the

development of a shared ontology between design teams and management to establish
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a common basis for mapping, decomposition, and RIS analysis to allow the comparison

of multiple, competing design alternatives.
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APPENDIX A - SURROGATE MODELS AND VALIDATION

Pout = 0.08956 °°°74680r O.O43O7Wr °°°°255r 0.0005979Z1 + O.0004754Aout

+3.221105Dr2 +2166106Hr2 +0005084Wr2 +9.192108flr2 +5912106Aout2 (A.1)
3.0lO6DrHr+0.0043l3DrWr+1926lO5Drnr+2.179lO5DrZin

5.938lO5DrAout O.0002OHrWr 8.904107 Hrflr +3.2510-6 HrAout +O.000l37Wrflr

+O0001548WrZin O.00042l9WrAout +6.284lO7flrZin 1.819lO6nrAout

Normal Probability Plot of the Residuals
(response is Pout)
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Figure A.1 - Normal Plot of pout

Residuals Versus the Fitted Values
(response is Pout)
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Figure A.2 - Residuals of pout
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Vriser = 23.48 + 3.8l2Dr O7466Hr + 46.2Wr + 0.1 027r + 0.1 768Z1 0.03008A00t

0.0681Dr2 + 0.001 108Hr2 7.1 26 Wr2 3.711 105nr2 0.002189Z12

0.O01007A0t + O.Ol479DrHr 1 .388D.W 0.0051 33Drflr O.002OI2DrZin
+ O.007922DrAout + O.O9596HrWr + U.0004778Hrflr 0.0009O3HrAout 0.0451 9Wrflr

+ 0.07306 WrAout 7.89910 5flrZin + OOOO2l81rAout + 0.000148Z1A0t

Normal Probability Plot of the Residuals
(resporse is Vriser)
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Figure A.3 - Normal Plot of Vriser

Residuals Versus the Fitted Values
(response is Vriser)
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Figure A.4 - Residuals of Vriser
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Tair exit 2111 92.99Dr + 4.854Hr 728.4Wr 2864r 2.O66Zi 0.8885A0t

+1.7400r2 +91.63Wr2 0.001687flr2 -0.001872Z12 +0.004215A0t2 (A.3)

0.1175DrHr +l4.82DrWr °060410r'r +0.O3838DrZin O.9292HrWr

0.0036O8Hrflr + 0.4674 Wrflr + 0.2842 WrZin + 0.001 l45flrZin

Normal Probability Plot of the Residuals
(response is Tair,exi)
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Figure A5 - Normal Plot of Tair,exit

Residuals Versus the Fitted Values
(response is Tair,exi)
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Figure A.6 - Residuals of Tair,exit
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Trisermax 2535 -1 22.7Dr + 6.427Hr 8O6.SWr 3966r 3.966Z1 0.9345A0t

+ 2.31 5Dr2 + 101 .6Wr2 + 0.002569flr2 + 0.006882A0t2 0.l4ODrHr + 18.1 2DrWr (4)
+ °°8990rr + O.O344DrZin 1 .00HrWr U.UO479SHrflr 0.0055O5HrZin
+ O.535lWrflr + 0.2867 WrZin 0.2344 WrAout + 0.001 S7lflrZin

Normal Probability Plot of the Residuals
(response is Triser,m)
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Figure A.7 - Normal Plot of Triser,max

Residuals Versus the Fitted Values
(response is Triser,m)
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Figure A.8 - Residuals of Triser,max
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T,xmax = 2346 1 O9.3Dr + 4.967Hr 61 5.4Wr 337r 1 .805Z10 O.9379A0t

+2.169Dr2 +76.lWr2 +O.002544nr2 +O.002474Z12 +OOO4592A0t2 (A.5)

O.l2ODrHr +l4.38DrWr +O.06849Drflr +O.O344DrZin O.900HrWr
0.004llHrflr +O.3639Wrflr +O.2867WrZin

Normal Probability Plot of the Residuals
(response is Trx,max)
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Figure A.9 Normal Plot of Trx,max

Residuals Versus the Fitted Values
(response is Trx,max)
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Figure A.1O - Residuals of Triser,max
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Figure A.11 - Residuals of Lout
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Since there is zero residual on all values, it is not possible to create a normal
probability plot.

(A.6)
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APPENDIX B - LIST OF COURSES FOR MASTER DEGREE

Course Description Credits

BA-562 Managing Projects 3

BIOE-550 Biomechanical Engineering 4

CE-588 Probability Based Analysis and Design 4

ME-501 Research 2

ME-502 Independent Study (Advanced Optimization) 3

ME-503 Thesis 12

ME-507 Seminar 1

ME-513 Computer Aided Design II 3

ME-517 Design Optimization 3

ME-518 Concurrent Design 3

ME-520 Applied Stress Analysis I 3

ME-521 Applied Stress Analysis II 3

ME-523 Advanced Stress Analysis 3

ME-552 Instrumentation 3

ME-553 Experimental Mechanics 3

MTH-581 Mathematical Methods for Engineers 3




